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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines corpora of Viena Karelian Kalevala-metric 

incantations. More precisely, the focus is on communicative incantations, that 

is, incantations that involve direct communication with agents in the unseen 

worlds and conceived as producing results through this interaction. These are 

distinguished from non-communicative incantations, whether their efficacy 

was conceived as dependent on the innate power of the performer (as 

communicative incantations were) or their effects were imagined as 

mechanical outcomes of recital by anyone. 

Researchers have commonly assumed that in the period of data collection, 

communicative incantations were mainly tools of the ritual specialists called 

tietäjät (lit. “knowers, those who know”; sing. tietäjä); non-communicative 

incantations, in contrast, tend to be lumped together as functioning 

mechanically and are assumed to have been used by the more general 

population.  

In my analysis, I categorize incantations in the class of communicative 

incantations on the basis of text-internal linguistic evidence according to the 

presence of directives (e.g., requests, commands). My analysis assesses the 

identification of communicative incantations with tietäjät by surveying 

whether or not the people from whom they were recorded are mentioned as 

tietäjät in the ethnographic records. The results are then tested with a similar 

survey of informants for another type of incantations that researchers identify 

with tietäjät. The thesis then examines the formal features and rhetoric in 

communicative incantations. This examination unravels the possible 

differences connected to whom or what is addressed, which in turn determines 

whether the register of these incantations is homogeneous or whether the 

performer switches between different registers according to their relationship 

with the (supernatural) addressee. 

The research material consists of: i) archived Kalevala-metric 

communicative incantations collected in Viena Karelia during the period 

1820–1919 and published in the anthology Suomen Kansan Vanhat Runot 
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(“Ancient Poems of the Finnish People”; SKVR), and ii) an appendix to the 

fourth volume of SKVR, which indexes the performers known by name, the 

district, and the reported role of the ritual performer or singer. 

The methodological framework of the study draws on theories concerning 

genre and discursive registers. Methods are adapted from comparative 

folklore research for quantitative analysis of the corpus in combination with 

techniques of close reading for individual items. Approaches from linguistic 

anthropology are used to assess and analyze the performers’ evaluations of the 

non-human agents with which they were communicating and to assess 

whether performers used distinguishably different registers, depending on 

which agents were addressed.  

The main results of the analysis are: i) assumptions in earlier research that 

communicative incantations are tools distinctive to tietäjät is not wrong but 

complicated by a blurry of etic categorizations of incantations; ii) tietäjät are 

shown to have used multiple registers within the text-type of communicative 

incantations; and iii) the rhetorical strategy of justification—giving reasons for 

a requested or demanded action—is shown to be an emblematic feature of the 

different registers, varying systematically between them.  

 
Keywords: Kalevala-metric poetry, incantation, charm, register, ritual 
specialist, Viena Karelia 
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ABSTRAKTI 

Tutkimus tarkastelee vienankarjalaisia kalevalamittaisia loitsuja aikaväliltä 

1820–1919. Erityinen huomio on niin kutsutuissa kommunikatiivisissa 

loitsuissa, jotka sisältävät esittäjän suoraa vuorovaikutusta tuonpuoleisen 

toimijoiden kanssa, ja joiden teho osaltaan pohjautuu mainittuun 

vuorovaikutukseen. Kommunikatiiviset loitsut on käsitteellisesti erotettu niin 

sanotuista ei-kommunikatiivisista, riippumatta siitä, käsitetäänkö 

jälkimmäisten tehon pohjautuvan esittäjän persoonalliseen voimaan vai 

mekaaniseen toistamiseen.  

Tutkijoiden yleisen oletuksen mukaan kommunikatiiviset loitsut olivat 

aineiston keruuaikana pääasiallisesti tietäjinä tunnettujen 

rituaalispesialistien välineitä, kun taas ei-kommunikatiiviset loitsut on 

yleisesti ryhmitelty mekaaniseen toistoon perustuviksi ja yleisemmin 

laajemman populaation käytössä olleiksi.  

Analyysissani ryhmittelen loitsut kommunikatiivisiksi tekstin sisäisen 

lingvistisen evidenssin pohjalta: mikäli loitsu sisältää direktiivin tai 

direktiivejä, modaaliverbejä, jotka esimerkiksi kehottavat tai käskevät, 

luokittelen loitsun kommunikatiiviseksi. Tutkimukseni arvioi 

kommunikatiivisten loitsujen ja tietäjien välistä yhteyttä selvittämällä, 

mainitaanko henkilöt, joilta kommunikatiivisia loitsuja on kerätty, tietäjiksi 

etnografisessa materiaalissa. Selvityksen tuloksia testaan tarkastelemalla 

vastaavalla tavalla toista tietäjiin yhdistettyä loitsutyyppiä ja henkilöitä, joilta 

kyseisiä loitsuja on talletettu.  

Tutkimuksen toinen osa keskittyy analysoimaan kommunikatiivisten 

loitsujen muodollisia ja retorisia piirteitä. Analyysi selvittää, vaihtelevatko 

loitsuissa esiintyvät puhuttelut sen mukaan, mitä tai ketä puhutellaan. 

Tarkoituksena on arvioida, käyttääkö loitsun esittäjä homogeenista rekisteriä, 

vai vaihtuuko käytettävä rekisteri puhuteltavan tuonpuoleisen toimijan ja 

esittäjän välisen suhteen mukaan.  
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Tutkimusaineistonani käytän arkistoituja kalevalamittaisia 

kommunikatiivisia loitsuja Vienan Karjalasta. Aineisto on kerätty aikavälillä  

1820–1919 ja julkaistu antologiassa Suomen Kansan Vanhat Runot (SKVR, 

1908–1948, 1997). Lisäksi hyödynnän SKVR-sarjan neljännen osan liitteenä 

julkaistua luetteloa Vienan läänin runonlaulajat ja tietäjät.  

Tutkimuksen metodologinen viitekehys ammentaa diskursiivisia 

rekistereitä ja genreä koskevista keskusteluista. Aineiston määrällisessä 

analyysissa hyödynnän folkloristista vertailevaa otetta ja lähilukua. 

Arvioidakseni ja analysoidakseni esittäjien arvioita tuonpuoleisen toimijoista 

ja heidän käyttämiään rekistereitä sovellan lingvistisen antropologian 

teorioita.  

Tutkimuksen pääasialliset tulokset ovat seuraavat: i) aiemmassa 

tutkimuksessa esitetyt oletukset kommunikatiivisten loitsujen kytköksestä 

tietäjiin eivät ole vääriä, mutta tutkimuksessa esiintyvät loitsujen osittain 

päällekkäiset kategorisoinnit vaikeuttavat yksiselitteisen yhteyden löytämistä 

ii) tietäjät käyttävät useita eri rekistereitä kommunikoidessaan tuonpuoleisen 

toimijoiden kanssa iii) retorinen perustelu, joka kertoo syyn pyydetylle tai 

käsketylle toimelle, toimii vaihtelevien rekisterien tunnuskuvallisena 

merkkinä.  

 
Avainsanat: Kalevalamittainen runous, loitsu, rekisteri, tietäjä, Vienan Karjala 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Kalevala-metric incantations, a genre in the Finnic oral-poetic system of 

Kalevala-meter, form diverse corpora of texts that vary by individual, local and 

regional forms of tradition, and also over time. As discursive tools, the things 

we call “incantations” share a single common denominator in the sense that 

using them in a culturally defined manner may bring about changes in reality. 

Incantations are a category of what are called charms in international 

scholarship. The present study focuses on what are known as communicative 

incantations and the textual strategies with which Finno-Karelian ritual 

specialists sought to bring about specific effects in the world. The source 

material is an archival corpus. Communicative incantations are characterized 

by real-time engagements with agents and forces of the unseen world, 

involving requests, commands and other types of utterances that anticipate a 

response. The present study’s point of departure is the theory that linguistic 

registers evolve and vary in relation to recurrent social situations. Its 

overarching aim is to establish whether the text-type of communicative 

incantations includes distinguishable registers that a specialist chooses 

according to their relationship with the addressee. This aim is built on the 

longstanding assumption of a connection between communicative 

incantations and ritual specialists, which would make the specialist institution 

a regular social position from which different addressees would be regularly 

addressed. The social role of the ritual specialist, or tietäjä (plural tietäjät) is 

thus at the intersection of this dissertation’s exploration of registers and 

communicative incantations. I have tested the connection of these types of 

incantations to the recorded repertoires of ritual specialists and analyzed the 

registral features of the text-type of communicative incantations.  

The first section of this introduction to the dissertation presents the 

primary sources used in the research, along with the methodological 

frameworks and source-critical questions. In the same section, some 

fundamental features of Kalevala-metric poetry and Kalevala-metric 
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incantations are introduced. After establishing these central concepts, the 

relevant research on Kalevala-metric incantations and tietäjät is summarized. 

Following these introductory chapters, I present the regional focus of the 

study: Viena Karelia. I also account for the factors that led to choosing Viena 

in particular as a geographical frame for the dissertation, and I discuss the 

sources I have used in the research.  

Once the tradition under investigation has been outlined in broad strokes, 

the primary sources are discussed along with theoretical and methodological 

frameworks. The results obtained in the three research articles are then 

introduced. I will first present the findings of article A, and proceed from there 

to discuss results of articles B and C, respectively. Articles A and B treat 

linguistic features and registers of communicative incantations, while article 

C focuses on the social domain, or the group of users (Agha 2007, 155–157), of 

communicative incantations and incantations of origin (syntyloitsut).  

Article A investigates the text-level phenomena of linguistic registers. 

Scholars have customarily treated Kalevala-metric incantations as a genre 

(Frog 2015, 88–89; Tarkka 2013, 68–69;). The concept of “register” entered 

into these discussions over the past two decades (Frog 2015). The relationship 

between genre and register has been viewed in different ways (see Frog 2015 

for an overview), yet the general trend has been to treat registers as resources 

for alternative ways of saying the same thing in different situations and genres 

as text-type categories (Frog 2015, 79; 2019a, 216–217; Silverstein 2003, 212). 

Nevertheless, researchers have been consistent in the tendency to view genre 

and register as having a simple one-to-one correspondence (Frog 2015; Koski 

2011, 322–324; 2016). Both Articles A and B challenge the one-to-one 

correlation of register and genre by showing that communicative incantations 

incorporate multiple registers (Karlsson 2021a; 2021b), here, registers are 

considered sets of resources for expression that index various stereotypical 

social personae, situations of interaction, or text-type categories (Agha 2007, 

14, 55; Blommaert 2007, 117; Frog 2015, 92; Lehtonen 2015, 36; Visakko 2015, 

46). These articles analyze how a performer addresses non-human agents in 

an incantation by using varying rhetorical strategies.  
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Article A focuses on linguistic features that indicate moderation in making 

requests or demands, while Article B brings into focus rhetorical strategies of 

justification, or giving reasons for the requested or commanded action. 

Although linguistic features indicating moderation turn out to be equivocal, 

justification is shown to function as a register-emblematic feature that takes 

different forms in different situations and with different addressees. The 

findings reveal the significance of a register-based approach by illustrating 

that communicative incantations employ varying registers. Article C moves 

from the text-level features of incantations to investigating the assumption 

that so-called communicative (as opposed to non-communicative) 

incantations formed a text-type that generally only the tietäjät employed. This 

view has dominated research since the shift of interest from incantations as 

texts to performance and practice (Haavio [2019] 1967; Siikala 2002; Tarkka 

2005; 2013; Frog 2019a; see also Honko 1960). Rather than aiming to 

challenge this view per se, I have tested it empirically in order to critically 

assess assumptions that have taken root in the research on tietäjät and 

communicative incantations.  

 

The issues addressed by these articles may also be framed in terms of the 

following research questions:  

  

1a) Do these communicative and origin incantations constitute 

homogenous genres (or subgenres) or do they contain multiple registers?  

1b) Do different categories of directive verbs and justification index 

moderation toward the addressee as a register feature?  

2) Does form of justification vary in connection with differently evaluated 

agents?  

3a) Is there an empirically verifiable connection between ritual specialists 

and communicative healing incantations and incantations of origin in the data 

from Viena Karelia?  

3b) Are performers of these communicative and origin incantations socially 

recognized in their communities?  
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Article A addresses questions 1a and 1b. Article B proposes an answer to 

question 2a, while article C presents findings related to questions 3a and 3b.  



Kalevala-metric Poetry 
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2 KALEVALA-METRIC POETRY 

 
The term Kalevala-metric poetry describes an oral-poetic system. The name is 

anachronistically derived from the Finnish national epic Kalevala by Elias 

Lönnrot (1835, expanded edition in 1849; see Lönnrot 1999; 2005). However, 

the oral-poetic form itself has been estimated to have already become 

established sometime around 200 CE (Frog 2019b). It was shared and 

commonly used by linguistically related Finnic groups: Finns, Karelians, 

Ingrians, Estonians, Setos, Votes, and Ingrian-Finns (Frog 2019b; Kallio 2011 

391; Kallio et al. 2017, 140–143; Karlsson 2021a, 42; Kuusi et al. 1977, 62; see 

also Virtanen 1968).1 The poetic form was used in diverse ways, ranging from 

ritual speech to a means to express socially intimate themes (Kuusi et al. 1977, 

62, 72–75; Siikala 2000; Tarkka 2013, 53; 2016).  

In metrical terms, the Kalevala-meter is a trochaic tetrameter with 

flexibility in the first foot: lines normally consist of eight syllables, and the 

placement of long and short syllables is rule-governed. The other main 

characteristics of the poetic form are verse-internal alliteration, parallelism, 

and what is called right justification, where longer words are placed at the end 

of the line. (Kuusi et al. 1977, 62–68; Leino 1986, 129–146; Frog and 

Stepanova 2011; Kallio et al. 2017.) The central features are illustrated in the 

following excerpt from an Origin of Fire incantation: 

 
Nouse neitonen norolta   

Impinen märältä maalta  

Sukka hyyssä kenkä jäässä  

Paian kaglus kalkkarassa  

Iho kaikki iljanessa    

Hyytä hyykäre käessä  

Jäätä järvi kainalossa   

 
1 For a discussion of the term Kalevala-meter, see Kallio 2011, 391; Kallio et al. 2017. 
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Tuovos hyytä tuovos jäätä  

Tee tuli tehottomaksi  

Panu auverettomaksi 

 

Rise maiden from the hollow 

Virgin from wet land 

Socks in slush shoes in ice 

Shirt’s collar in frozen beads 

All of skin covered in frost 

A lump of hoarfrost in hand 

A lake of ice in the armpit 

Bring hoarfrost bring ice 

Make fire powerless 

(SKVR I4, 315.1–10.)  

 

In the excerpt above, all of the lines fall into the count of eight syllables in a 

line. The lexical stress is regularly placed on the first syllable of a word. One of 

the distinctive features of the meter is that, outside of the first foot, it 

prescribes long lexically stressed syllables to occupy metrically stressed 

positions, while short lexically stressed syllables should occupy metrically 

unstressed positions (lexically stressed syllables underlined and metrically 

stressed positions in bold):  

  

 Tuo-vos hyy-tä tuo-vos jää-tä   

 Tee tu-li te-hot-to-mak-si    

 

Bring hoarfrost bring ice 

Make fire powerless 

  

Alliteration, while not required in every line, is another distinctive feature of 

Kalevala-metric poetry (Saarinen 2017, 408). The alliteration in Kalevala-

metric lines comprises two types (see also Leino 1986, 134): 
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Weak alliteration occurs where words begin with same consonant but a 

different vowel, as between nouse and neitonen in the first line of the excerpt 

above (alliterating syllables in bold):      

  
 Nou-se nei-to-nen no-rol-ta  
 
Rise maiden from the hollow   
  

Strong alliteration occurs when both the consonant and vowel correspond. 

For example, in line 7:  

  
 Jää-tä jär-vi kai-na-los-sa  

A like of ice in armpit   

  
Parallelism in Kalevala-metric poetry is predominantly semantic, mainly 

occurring between adjacent lines (verse parallelism), but it can also occur 

within lines or between couplets. The semantic relations between members of 

parallel groups range from synonymic to analogical. (Saarinen 2017, 410.) 

Example (1) includes verse parallelism in almost every line. The first two lines 

demonstrate the feature by repeating the request for a maiden to arrive at the 

help of the speaker:  

  

 Nouse neitonen norolta       

Impinen märältä maalta  

Rise maiden from the hollow 

Virgin from wet land   

  

Verse-internal parallelism is found in line 8, where hyy (frost) and jää (ice) 

form a parallelism with repetition of the verb:  

  

Tuovos hyytä tuovos jäätä  

Bring frost bring ice   
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The poetic language, with its meter and stylistic features, both emphasizes and 

creates diverse meanings. It frames interpretation while simultaneously 

limiting it. The formulaic nature of the tradition stabilizes the variation on the 

level of a performer’s repertoire, although not limiting the variation of the 

texts on the social level between the performers to the same degree (Frog 

2016b, 66–67 et passim; Saarinen 2018, 52–64).  
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3 SOURCES AND METHODS 

 
During the time of active collection of Kalevala-metric poetry, Viena Karelia 

was characterized by low literacy, syncretic vernacular religion, and a lack of 

presence of state or religious administrative authority (Tarkka 2016, 176; 

Karlsson 2021a, 42). Due to the subarctic climate and both the poor conditions 

for agriculture and the land division practices, society was organized around 

mixed-subsistence strategies and a mixed economy, which included activities 

such as itinerant cross-border trade and fishing (Pöllä 1995, 218; 2004; Tarkka 

2013, 30–33).  

The early runo (poem) collectors reached Viena in its Kalevala-metric runo 

singing heyday, when the local culture had been enriched by many influences. 

The view of the collectors, however, was that the region was a periphery, which 

in its conservativeness had preserved fragments of some ancient epic, which 

then could be “found” and assembled anew. The collection efforts were largely 

dictated by national romanticist views of finding the ancient history of the 

Finnish people. (Siikala 2002b; [2012] 2016, 39–49; Tarkka 2005, 31–32, 35–

40.)  

The interest in vernacular mythology and beliefs had already taken root in 

academic circles as early as the 18th century (Hautala 1969, 11–20), when 

Christfrid Ganander published the first general presentation of Finnish 

mythology in the form of a concise and non-systematic dictionary of terms and 

names linked to folk belief and mythology (Ganander [1789] 1995; Siikala 

[2012] 2016, 17). Works from this period tend to be identified with the so-

called era of “Turku Romanticism,” which underwent a transition to so-called 

“Helsinki Romanticism” in the beginning of the 19th century, inspired by 

European Romanticist and natural philosophic ideas (Hautala 1969, 21). 

Helsinki romanticism was a starting point for a more active project of 

collecting Kalevala-metric poetry, which ultimately led to the publication of 

the Kalevala, a tradition-based literary epic compiled by Elias Lönnrot, a 
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diligent folklore collector himself (Hautala 1969, 21–38; Siikala [2012] 2016, 

33–36; Saarelainen 2019; see also Harvilahti 2012, 396).  

After the publication of the Kalevala 1835, collection efforts were mainly 

focused on gathering the material that was seen as missing from Lönnrot’s epic 

(see, e.g., Castrén 1839, 3–4; Hautala 1954, 17, 135–136; Ilomäki 1968, 68) and 

proving his epic’s authenticity (Borenius 1904, 448; Hautala 1969, 59). As was 

common through much of the 19th century, Lönnrot was of the opinion that 

naming of the informants was not important, as he saw oral poetry as 

something that came to being without an individual composer. However, he 

also acknowledged the role of individual performers who added and omitted 

features, thereby changing the poetry (Lönnrot [1840] 2000). Toward the end 

of the century, the so-called Historical-Geographic Method was developed; 

with it, the discipline of folklore studies took shape and became established 

(see, e.g., Frog 2013). The Historical-Geographic Method became the leading 

research paradigm, which was narrowly focused on examining variations 

between the transcribed texts of traditions in order to trace their evolution; the 

interest in tracing the development of traditions as texts also increased 

attention to performers, and interest in gathering contextual data about them 

became more important. This was related not only to tracing where people 

were from, their relations, and where they had learned a tradition, but it also 

aimed at determining if they were tietäjät or affiliated with magic—as some 

collectors did not hold tietäjät to be competent or trustworthy informants. 

(See, e.g., Borenius 1904; Krohn J. 1894; Krohn K. 1901; 1915, 10–40; 

Hästesko 1918; Siikala 2002b; Tarkka 2013, 106–109; see also Fine 1984, 4, 

28.)  

The research material for the study comprises Kalevala-metric 

communicative incantations collected from the area of Viena Karelia from 

1820 to 1919 and published in Suomen Kansan Vanhat Runot (“Ancient 

Poems of the Finnish People,” hereafter SKVR). The regional focus aims to 

narrow the geographically and thematically diverse material to establish an 

analyzable dataset that reflects the tradition of the particular region. The 

praxis of performing Kalevala-metric poetry was a diverse phenomenon in 

both temporal and spatial senses (Siikala [2012] 2016), and the practices and 
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interests of the performers were different. As a generalization, from southern 

areas, such as Ingria, the collected material reveals more emphasis on lyric 

genres and women’s traditions (Siikala [2012] 2016, 112–114). In Viena 

Karelia, on the other hand, the mythological epic and incantation tradition was 

found in a more conservative form, and the incantations along with the tietäjä 

institution preserved their social status longest, at least until the second 

decade of the 20th century. Focusing on a single region therefore offers a 

testing ground for the case studies this research has conducted, namely, an 

attempt to standardize the source material. The focus on data from Viena 

Karelia has shaped the temporal focus by the earliest and most recent relevant 

texts published in SKVR. The temporal and spatial framing match a cultural 

watershed moment that took place after the First World War, with the advent 

of modernization and the Soviet regime (Tarkka 2005, Ch. 12).  

The total number of published incantations from Viena in SKVR is 2,199. I 

formed the core dataset for quantitative analysis from the 1,028 incantations 

from parishes other than Vuokkiniemi. This includes the parishes of 

Jyskyjärvi, Kieretti, Kiestinki, Kontokki, and Uhtua, from which incantations 

are recorded (see Table B). The decision to exclude the Vuokkiniemi data was 

mainly based on economic reasons given the work involved: the parish boasts 

approximately 1,200 published incantation texts, which outnumber those 

from the other parishes combined. In addition, Vuokkiniemi has received 

comprehensive investigation in recent years (Tarkka 2005; 2013). The 

exclusion also helped to avoid weighting of the analysis to the local tradition 

of one parish. For article C, however, the data on tietäjät and their incantations 

was included—the information on tietäjät is sparse, and my aim was to include 

as comprehensive material as possible.  

The 1,028 texts in the core corpus are of varying length, with the largest 

number of texts documented in the parishes of Kontokki (493) and Uhtua 

(417). On the basis of these incantation texts, I outlined the research corpus of 

communicative incantations (see Ch. 2.4 for the used criteria for a 

communicative incantation). Methodologically, I based the outline on the use 

of directives in the incantations. If an incantation included a directive 
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statement (or multiple directives), I categorized it as a communicative 

incantation. Incantations consisting solely of a third person narrative were 

therefore excluded. This methodological choice resulted in the core corpus 

including 515 communicative incantations, which amount to 7,393 lines in 

total. I have used this corpus in articles A and B, while article C utilizes a 

different dataset.  

 
Table A: Texts by parish  

  
  

3.1 GENERAL METHODS 

The research data of the study has been reviewed by using methods of close 

reading and comparative approaches, which combine qualitative and 

quantitative frameworks. I have familiarized myself with the incantation texts 

and conducted categorization into communicative and non-communicative 

incantations by analyzing the presence of directive segments. After the 

preliminary categorization, I have read and reread the data with a focus on 

different features, such as the alignment of the agents addressed. The 

interpretations I have made have led to a hermeneutic spiral, where parts of 

the texts contribute to a total understanding of the complete text, and the 

complete text assigns meanings to parts of it (see Piela 2010, 38). Building on 

the long research tradition of Folklore Studies conducted on Kalevala-metric 

poetry, I have been able to evaluate the relevance of my interpretations.  

 

3.2 SKVR 

The research material for the study draws completely from SKVR (1908–1948; 

1997). The anthology in question is comprised of material from 14 regional 

Incantations Jyskyjärvi Kieretti Kiestinki Kontokki Uhtua Total 

Total  59  1  58  493  417  1028  
With directives 27  1  32  245  184  489  
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areas, published in 34 volumes, including over 89,000 texts of Kalevala-metric 

poetry. In addition, approximately 60,000 unpublished texts are preserved in 

the archives of the Finnish Literature Society in Helsinki, Finland. The whole 

corpus has been digitized and is accessible as a searchable database at skvr.fi.  

The main editorial principles of SKVR are generally consistent. The texts in 

each of the 14 regional areas, with some exceptions not relevant to the present 

study,2 are organized by geographical location and the main genres of 

Kalevala-metric poetry: epic, lyric, occasional poetry, and incantations. Under 

this generic division, items are further classified by subgenres, and finally as 

particular text-types, such as texts seen as variants of a particular poem, song, 

or rhyme. In the case of incantations, the categorization principles followed 

the classification established by F. A. Hästesko (1918, 27–28). The edition is 

diplomatic, following the spellings, diacritic marks, and special features of 

transcription, clearly indicating expansions of abbreviations, noting collectors’ 

additions and corrections or other notations. Finally, each text contains 

metadata concerning, for example, the name of the collector and performer 

when available. The SKVR corpus is built of field documents and manuscripts 

that were heavily edited and amended by the collectors. Together with the 

editorial choices by the SKVR editors, the material has undergone a series of 

significant changes and does not necessarily reflect how the text-types were 

typically performed in their actual contexts (see Saarinen 2018, 17–20). The 

material, however, represents these actual text types and their significant 

features, which constitute here the rhetorical strategies of the performers. I 

argue that the size of the corpus offers a corrective to some of the source-

critical dilemmas: typical traits are clearly discernible and open to analysis 

even if individual texts may be problematic, having been distorted in the 

editing process.  

 

 
2 Volumes devoted to the three regional areas of Ingria are organized first by collector; the volume 

XV published in 1997 consists of texts collected by some early collectors and material censored from 

earlier volumes (Vento 1998).  
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3.3 SOURCE-CRITICAL AND ETHICAL QUESTIONS 

The corpus of the material represents texts that were mainly performed in 

various situations and consequently written down by hand. The recording 

situations did not correspond with the everyday use of the poems, and they 

could be strained (Borenius 1904, 478; Tarkka 2005, 56–60). In the case of 

incantations, the performers could also withhold verses in order to prevent 

losing the incantation’s power (Borenius 1904, 478; Frog 2019a, 227–228, 

243).  

The texts I have investigated represent original performances that were 

typical of the source culture, albeit selective and incomplete ones. In the 

context of this study, I have noted and reflected upon the temporal and social 

distance from the culture of 19th-century Viena Karelia and its premodern 

communities, and acknowledged the plurality of individual voices present in 

the data in order to avoid essentialist deductions (see Fingerroos 2004, 24–

27; Stark-Arola 1998, 67; Tarkka 1993, 172). The textual level on which the 

analysis operates does not, however, pose any ethical questions regarding the 

singers as individuals in social contexts. With this in mind, my main ethical 

goal has been thorough and comprehensive source criticism and transparent 

and meticulous argumentation. With these procedures I wish to present the 

culture of Viena Karelian performers and their audiences in a justifiable way. 

In many cases, it is not possible to determine with full certainty if a source 

text is “complete” or not. Variation between the incantation texts could derive 

from the performer’s idiolectical views and socially restricted transmission of 

incantations. In addition, collectors preferred to record texts from as many 

informants as possible and not multiple poems from an individual performer. 

Therefore, it is often difficult to say with certainty if a single text in the data 

has actually been a part of a longer incantation. (Frog 2019a, 246–247.) 

However, the aim of the study is not to reconstruct “original” incantation 

performances. Even potentially incomplete texts in the data offer a chance to 

analyze textual and contextual features of the incantations (Ilomäki 2019). In 

the 1970s, the issues concerning the perceived “inauthenticity” of the archival 

material even led to questioning of the relevance of archival research (Karlsson 

2021a, 41; Wolf-Knuts 2020). In the context of this study, the questions 
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regarding “authenticity” or other factors related with factual reliability do not 

prevent answers to the research questions that have been posed (Kalela 2000, 

92; see Karlsson 2021a, 41). My interpretations are based on preliminary 

knowledge, which has been formed in the process of familiarizing myself with 

similar materials and earlier research, and positing those alongside the 

meanings given by the performers (see Silvonen 2020, 67–68; Tarkka 1993, 

167). I discuss the issues of categorizations of incantations further below in 

Chapter 4.3.  
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4 RITUAL SPECIALISTS AND 
COMMUNICATIVE INCANTATIONS 

The pre- and early modern Finno-Karelian ritual specialists are commonly 

known by the term tietäjä. This is but one among a number of terms for people 

who performed healing, magic, or sorcery and divination, linked to different 

types of specialization or practices, shades of meaning, and perspectives 

(Haavio [1967] 2019, 314; Jauhiainen 1998, 134, type D1; Siikala 2002a, 79–

80). The term tietäjä seems to have been the dominant name for 

supernaturally empowered specialists regarded positively from the 

perspective of the community, while, for examples, noita (‘witch, shaman’) 

and velho (“sorcerer”) more often had negative connotations (Frog 2019a, 

228, 231–232). Also, tietäjä-themed epic poems and incantations with 

metapoetic reflections (see Tarkka 2013, Ch. V) of performance shed light on 

the naming practice (Tarkka 2013, 183–194). In research, irrespective of the 

terms used by specific informants, tietäjä has become the word used by 

scholars to refer to a generalized model of the type of vernacular, 

supernaturally empowered specialist who worked within a framework of 

inherited tradition common to the Finnish, Karelian, and Izhorian (Ingrian) 

cultures (Frog 2019a, 232). This framework included ritual behavior, praxis of 

rite techniques, incantations in the Kalevala-meter as central tools for 

accomplishing ritual aims, and entry into a psycho-motoric state of altered 

consciousness for the performance of rituals dependent on the practitioner’s 

innate, supernatural power (Siikala 2002a, 79). Communicative incantations, 

which are the focus of this dissertation, are both essential instruments of 

tietäjät and also distinctive of the tietäjä as a social role.  

4.1 THE TIETÄJÄ INSTITUTION 

The tietäjä tradition had locally varying forms, yet these are united by a 

number of features considered to have been historically enduring and forming 

the core of the tradition. The spatial and temporal framework for the study is 

localized to Viena Karelia, including incantations collected from the parishes 
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of Jyskyjärvi, Kieretti, Kiestinki, Kontokki, Uhtua, and Vuokkiniemi during 

1829–1915, although the materials from Vuokkiniemi were not included in all 

parts of the study, as discussed above.  

The main areas of activity of Viena Karelian tietäjät especially included 

healing, the restoration of luck and sex appeal, and other works linked to 

restoring and maintaining the physical, social, and economic wellbeing of 

people and households in society. These extended to the magical protection of 

people and cattle, as well as filling the role of a patvaška, the arbitrator of 

marriage negotiations who would act on behalf of the groom and was 

responsible for the ritual protection of the wedding party. Although commonly 

characterized as working on behalf of a community, the power of tietäjät was 

also feared, since they could engage in causing magical harm. (Stark 2006, 

163–223; 2009; Siikala 2002a, 80–81; Tarkka 2013, 103–127; Frog 2019a, 

233.)  

A central concept for understanding the tradition is that of luonto (literally 

“nature”), which referred to a kind of inner, dynamic force (Siikala 2002a, 

194). This force has become characterized in research as a type of agency that 

makes it possible to affect things in the world and to be resistant to being 

affected by them (Stark 2006, 262–266). “Strong” or “hard” luonto was linked 

to emotional states and visible behavior characterized by aggression. Rather 

than being static, luonto could become stronger/harder, described through a 

metaphor of “raising.” The efficacy of a ritual performance was considered 

dependent on the performer both having a luonto that was sufficiently 

powerful and performing the ritual with their luonto in a heightened state. 

Techniques for raising one’s luonto were part of a tietäjä’s repertoire as the 

vernacular conception of what researchers have described as entering a 

motoric trance, which is a basic feature of the tradition (Tarkka 2013, 109–111; 

Frog 2019a, 236, 248; Siikala 2002a, 242–263).  

The rituals of tietäjät and the importance of raised luonto for performing 

them are bound up with the idea that a tietäjä could interact with unseen 

agents and forces through the course of a ritual, of which incantations are 
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simultaneously instruments and verbalizations of what is happening. 

Understanding these rituals as interactive events was brought into focus by  

Anna-Leena Siikala. Siikala’s approach developed from her comparative work 

on Siberian shamanism and the dynamic relations between oral poetry, 

altered states of consciousness, and improvisation in ritual performance 

(1978). She highlighted that performance practice relies on internalized 

knowledge of the mythic world and associated oral poetry, which equipped a 

tietäjä to verbally express events, acts, and experiences as they unfolded in 

each particular ritual situation, an interactive framework that is reflected in 

the dynamism of the incantations’ variation (1986a; see also Frog 2019a, 243–

247). According to Siikala:  

It was not simply a question of learning lines of incantations or magic 
deeds by heart, but of assimilating details of the other world, its beings and 
topography, and organizing this knowledge as an integral part of the 
tietäjä’s own worldview. Drawing on this knowledge and his personal 
powers the tietäjä might make direct contact with representatives of the 
other world. Incantations were his tools, but his own strength added to 
their power. (Siikala 1986a, 189)  
 

In vernacular discourse, the rite techniques and incantations of tietäjät were 

predominantly characterized as items of magic or supernatural efficacy 

(taika) or knowledge (tietohuiset, tieto), whose power would be lost if learned 

by someone else unless certain conditions were met (Frog 2019a, 243). Frog 

has brought into focus the ideological background of these conceptions. In 

earlier research, the incantation tradition was discussed as “secret” knowledge 

because performers could be unwilling to present their incantations to 

collectors or would withhold verses in order to prevent losing their power 

(Borenius 1904, 478; Frog 2019a, 214, 241, 248). Frog argues that describing 

this as a “secret” tradition is misrepresentative. He offers convincing evidence 

of an ideology that treats the items of magic or knowledge that people would 

perform as objects that can, under most circumstances, be in the possession 

of only one person at a time. Thus, the concern was not that the tradition 

should be kept “secret,” but that the knowledge objects (Frog 2019a) were 

supernaturally empowered, and sharing them with another person was 

conceived as giving the respective power away and no longer having access to 

it. This ideology made the tietäjä tradition more specialized, not only in terms 
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of innate power but also in terms of knowledge, which was not shared freely 

in society (Frog 2019a.)  

The core features of the tietäjä tradition concern: (a) a dependency on the 

ritual efficacy on the performer’s luonto; (b) a breadth of knowledge and 

competence that enabled dynamic, real-time interaction with unseen agents 

and forces rather than incantations and associated rituals as wholly 

independent from one another and usable without understanding; and (c) 

restricted access to the knowledge-objects that comprised the essential tools 

of a tietäjä. These features both structure the role of a tietäjä as specialized 

and the tradition as the transmission of a complex system of knowledge of the 

unseen world, rite techniques, and verbal arts. In addition, the role of the 

tietäjä included not only social expectations of competence but also 

responsibility and conditions of practice, such as not being able to ask for 

anything in return when providing ritual aid (Frog 2019a, 233). These 

characteristics are widely attested and considered to reflect historically 

enduring features of the tietäjä as a ritual specialist role. The number and 

complexity of traditions linked to the tietäjä, and to which access in society 

was otherwise restricted, have led scholars to describe it as an institutionalized 

social role—the “tietäjä institution.” This institutionalism was also 

strengthened by what Lotte Tarkka describes as authorization—metapoetic 

descriptions and judgements of what being a tietäjä was about. (Frog 2019a, 

232; Haavio [1967] 2019, 314; Siikala 2002a, 79–84; Tarkka 2013, 103–206.)  

Recognizing the tietäjä as an institutionalized role is important for the 

argument of this thesis because the social position of the speaker, relative to 

the addressees in incantations, is treated as being regular. However, this 

dissertation is not concerned with the tietäjä institution as a whole, focusing 

much more narrowly on Kalevala-metric incantations linked to the institution, 

and especially on incantations of certain types.  
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4.2 EARLIER RESEARCH ON KALEVALA-METRIC 
INCANTATIONS 

In Finnish folklore studies, Kalevala-metric incantations and the tietäjä as a 

ritual specialist have been surrounded by lively discussion since the nineteenth 

century (e.g., Krohn J. 1894; Krohn K. 1901; 1915, 10–40; 1917; Hästesko 1910; 

1918). Use of the term incantation is deeply rooted in Finnish research, where 

it corresponds to the term loitsu, a deverbal noun for performing magic that 

has become established in research for supernaturally empowered speech and 

is established as the genre label.3 Incantation is correspondingly derived from 

the verb to incant as a type of speech behaviour with connotations of ritual or 

magical language use. Although incantations are often referred to as verbal 

charms in much international scholarship today, verbal charm describes a 

much broader category that including texts that are written and read. The 

Kalevala-metric incantations in focus here can also be described as 

supernaturally empowered ritual speech that does not rely solely on the power 

of the word to bring about changes in reality (cf. Ilomäki 2019, 195; Roper 

2003, 8), but also on the personal power and ability to utilize knowledge in 

situation-specific interactions with the unseen world (Frog 2019a; Siikala 

2002a, Ch. 3). Although incantation might be defined as a “verbal charm 

dependent on utterance”, it also allows for the variability of this tradition, 

where pinning down some incantations as regularly reproduced verbal texts 

seems to become problematic (Frog 2019a). The term incantation brings this 

into focus as a category of ritual speech. My use of the term is ultimately rooted 

in its position in Finnish scholarship, but I also consider it better suited to the 

material than the more general terms charm and verbal charm. 

In the context of the Historical-Geographic Method, which dominated 

research through the first part of the 20th century, incantations were 

investigated from a text-critical perspective that aimed at revealing the 

evolution of the incantations as traditional texts as well as with a concern for 

 
3 Finnish loitsu is not suitable for use in English because it would suggest an emic term, but its usage 

has been developed by modern collectors and researchers. With the Karelian materials examined in this 

dissertation, the implication that loitsu is an emic term would be problematic because Karelian language 

does not have the word. 
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testing and developing the method itself (Piela 2010, 9). During this period, 

the comparative emphasis that viewed traditions in terms of “texts” created 

strong connections with international charm research. In the context of the 

present study, folklorist F. A. Hästesko’s Länsisuomalainen loitsurunous 

(“Western-Finnish Incantation Poetry,” 1918) is significant. Hästesko 

presented a categorization that sorted incantations into praying, narrative or 

comparative, banishment, and origin themes. In the category of banishment 

incantations, he also included themes of healing and protection. (Hästesko 

1918, 27–28.) While Hästesko conformed to the contemporary dominant view 

of incantations as formulaic expressions that have to be repeated word for 

word in order to be effective, he nevertheless mentions performers’ individual 

creativity and adaptation of incantations to the environment as a factor in their 

variation. (Hästesko 1918, 28–30; Piela 2010, 9.) Hästesko’s perspective on 

the variation of incantations was in line with research within the framework of 

the Historical-Geographic Method, which developed sophisticated 

perspectives on how people varied oral traditions, but only with a concern to 

sort through variation and reconstruct the earlier forms of traditions as texts 

(Frog 2013). In an influential article from 1960, Jouko Hautala repeated the 

view that incantations are traditional formulae, stating that even one missing 

word would result in the incantation being powerless (Hautala 1960, 21; see 

Piela 2010, 11; Tarkka 2013, 110).  

A major turn in research on Kalevala-metric incantations began to take 

shape in the 1950s, reconceiving them as healing dramas that are performed 

rather than as texts. Ulla Piela traces this new approach back to the folklorist 

Matti Hako’s 1956 doctoral dissertation (Hako 1956; see Piela 2010, 10–11). 

The concept of ritual as a drama was developed by Lauri Honko (e.g., 1960), 

Martti Haavio ([1967] 2019, 340–341), and Anna-Leena Siikala (Siikala 1978, 

70–77 (in the context of shamanistic rites); 1986a, 191–202; 1992, 89–90; 

2002a, 100–101). According to Haavio:  

 
The ritual is like a play. Its ideal character is the Tietäjä, the representative 
of Ukko (or in some cases another being), equipped with Ukko’s väki, 
armed by Ukko, surrounded by Ukko’s ‘fence’, he is the director of the play 
and occupies the role of main character. Playing opposite him are the 
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witches and demons who define the role of the main character in his 
monologue. The actor playing the main character leads an ‘army’ which 
includes place spirits and the dead. The plot of the play is seemingly 
straightforward: the tietäjä equips himself, assembles his assisting forces, 
engages in fierce battle, vanquishes his opponents and banishes them to 
prison. (Haavio 2019 [1967], 340; translation quoted from Siikala 2002a, 
100)  

  
The relevance for this thesis of the view on incantations as a ritual drama 

comes especially from Anna-Leena Siikala’s development of the model to 

account for variability and mythic knowledge framed as real-time 

engagements (e.g., Siikala 1992). Siikala’s model reflected a change in the 

earlier categorization of incantations and underlined the interactive nature of 

real-time engagements rather than the view of their being mechanical. Siikala 

investigated Kalevala-metric incantations as multistage plays with different 

and combinable themes.4 The observation that some Kalevala-metric 

incantations form a category where direct communication with the otherworld 

is required instead of word-for-word repetition began to take shape through 

research conducted by Siikala (1980; 1986a; 1986b; 1992; 2002a) and Piela 

(1983; 2010). Siikala and Piela observed that communicative incantations 

vary contextually, instead of being static in every situation of performance (see 

also Roper 2005, Ch. 4). Siikala’s seminal study on shamanistic mythic images 

in Kalevala-metric mythological poetry, incantations, and the rite techniques 

of, and beliefs surrounding, the tietäjä as a ritual specialist was published in 

1992 (English translation 2002). Siikala observed that so-called 

communicative incantations were tools of the ritual specialists, and that their 

efficacy was dependent on the performer’s innate power and relied on mythic 

knowledge rather than a mere recitation of words (Siikala 1986a; 2002a, 93–

120). In addition, she managed not only to bring into focus the synchronic 

meaningfulness of mythic images in a highly stratified tradition but also to 

point out how that meaningfulness was dependent on contemporary use 

rather the images’ historical background and connotations alone (see, e.g., 

Siikala 1992, 38–63; 2002a, 18–70). Her model of themes, originally 

 
4 Siikala elaborated the view further in her studies and showed how mythic images are connected 

with variation in incantation themes and clichés (e.g., 2002a, 104–111).  
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developed to reveal the variation in shamanic singing and rituals (1978), has 

inspired this study (especially Karlsson 2021b).  

Lotte Tarkka reconstructed an intertextual universe of Kalevala-metric 

genres in a community in her monumental work on Vuokkiniemi’s oral poetry 

(2005; English version 2013). While following the notions of Siikala on 

communicative and non-communicative incantations, Tarkka (2005, 92–94; 

2013, 119–120) added the concept of the power of tradition to explain the 

perceived efficacy of communicative incantations. In Tarkka’s terminology, 

so-called “incantation authorization” (loitsuautorisaatio) worked as one 

aspect of the incantation tradition. Incantation authorization functioned by 

drawing authority from traditional wisdom and, for example, words of mythic 

heroes (Tarkka 2005, 93). By applying Julia Kristeva’s ([1969] 1980) concept 

of intertextuality to a multi-generic corpus, she was able to show the interplay 

and juxtapositions of images across genres (Tarkka 2005; 2013; 2016).  

Laura Stark (1998; 2002; 2006) has explored ethnotheories of self and 

bodily schemas of early modern peasant communities in her work on 

premodern magical practices in Finland and Karelia. In the context of 

incantations and tietäjät, Stark has contributed especially on such concepts as 

väki (a dynamic force found in inanimate objects) and luonto (a dynamic force 

of a person) (e.g., Stark 2006, 254–285). In addition, she has discussed the 

requirement of hardness as a vital component of being a successful ritual 

specialist (Stark 2006, 277–314). 

Frog has worked extensively with different aspects of Kalevala-metric 

poetry, including its genres and registers (e.g., Frog 2015; 2016a; 2019a; 

2019b). Recently, Frog has brought into focus the ideological aspect of the 

incantation genre and ritual technology of the tietäjät, looking at conceptions 

of their efficacy and the idea that the power of these “knowledge objects” 

would be lost when learned by someone else. Frog’s studies show that 

incantations were understood as supernaturally empowered things made of 

language that were both conceived as textual wholes (i.e., power would not be 

lost if “words” were withheld) and also fully identified with the rituals of which 

they were the verbal component. Bringing these aspects of incantations into 
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focus has led Frog to consider how emic conceptions of text identity relate to 

variation and variability in performance. (Frog 2019a.)  

The turn from incantations as texts to ritual drama and meaning was 

related to a radical change in Finnish scholarship as text-centered comparative 

approaches were aggressively rejected and replaced by a focus on variation and 

meaning in performance contexts (Frog 2013; 2021). Cross-cultural 

comparisons had been devalued during the end of the 20th century. The 

emphasis on the relationship of incantations to ritual and their variability 

shifted attention away from incantations as “texts” and focused on their 

constituents in the context of the many genres of Kalevala-metric poetry and 

also in the materiality of ritual performance, all within the broader context of 

the worlds created through discourse in society. Although the incantations 

may be considered a sub-type of charms, the new direction of research was 

largely independent of international charm research, which only entered 

discussion in connection with particular comparisons (Frog 2019a; Siikala 

1992, 2002a; cf. Stark 2006). International charm research has developed 

rapidly and extensively in recent decades (see, e.g., Roper 2003; 2009; Pócs 

2019). However, the present study has developed within the Finnish research 

tradition, which produces concerns about theory and methodology with 

emphasis on oral poetry and mythology in relation to the ritual specialist 

institution in society. This dissertation therefore approaches Kalevala-metric 

incantations from that angle and on that background rather than within the 

context of international charm research, which would produce quite different 

studies. 

4.3 RESEARCH’S CONTRASTED CATEGORIES OF 
INCANTATIONS 

The general categorization of the genre of Kalevala-metric incantations into 

communicative and non-communicative works satisfactorily in the context of 

this study and its focus on specialists’ knowledge objects (Frog 2019a, 212 et 

passim). However, the question of opposing categories such as 

communicative/non-communicative and agency-driven/mechanical requires 

elaboration. Communicative incantations (incantations with directives 
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included) are treated as a text-type-category belonging to ritual specialists, 

which can easily entail an implicit assumption of non-communicative 

incantations falling into the category of “not used by tietäjät.” This kind of 

categorization, in turn, can lead to correlating non-communicative 

incantations with so-called mechanical incantations, or incantations perceived 

as effective when recited correctly, without being dependent on personal 

power or competence, for example (Hautala 1960, 7–42; Siikala 2002a, 71–

76; Tarkka 2013, 109–120). Below, I will discuss the issues of this kind of 

categorization that occurs in research. 

4.3.1 COMMUNICATIVE VERSUS NON-COMMUNICATIVE 
 
The shift from viewing incantation rituals as dramas to reframing them as real-

time engagements with the unseen world brought into focus communicative 

incantations as a category to describe incantations that entail such 

engagements. This frame of reference, built from the tietäjä’s incantations as 

being equivalent to the libretto of a ritual drama, led to communicative 

incantations being viewed as specific to the ritual specialists (Siikala 2002a, 

Ch. 3; Frog 2019a, 236–238). The category would thus appear to separate 

instruments of the specialists from other types of incantations, which I here 

describe as non-communicative incantations.  

Communicative incantations, on the other hand, while forming a diverse 

text-type category in their themes and number of lines, are unified by their 

being rooted in a tradition of direct interaction. Here, the focus is on 

communicative healing incantations, which are connected by the overarching 

feature of the performer’s aim of direct communication with non-human 

agents. Communicative incantation texts can include various utterances, by 

means of which the performer requests and, in some cases, commands (Siikala 

1986a, 193; 2002a, 77). In this study, my criterion for communicative 

incantation is the presence of directives, or modal uses of verbs, which ask, 

urge, command, or advise the receiver to perform an action (Lauranto 2014, 

12; Sorjonen 2001, 93; VISK § 1645). Example below demonstrates the 
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communicative function and general features of the data. I have divided the 

incantation into five parts to facilitate understanding of its structure:   

  

[Part I: The tietäjä raises their luonto]  

  

In the first part of the incantation, the ritual specialist raises their luonto. The 

communicative aspect focuses at this stage on addressing the personal forces 

of the tietäjä themselves:  

 
Nouse luontoni lovesta  

Syntyni syvästä maasta  

Haon alta haltiani    

Vastuksia voittamah   

Katehia kaatamah    

 

Rise my luonto from lovi  

My synty from deep ground  

Under a log my guardian  

To win over opponents  

To fell envious ones  

To break down warlike ones  

 

[Part II: The tietäjä describes their protective equipment and armaments]  

  

The second section of the incantation demonstrates that communicative 

incantations often include non-communicative passages as well. Here, the 

performer describes their equipment, with which they arm themselves:  

  

Ei tässä sinä ikänä    

Kyinä kynteni palavi    

Käärmehinä omat käteni  

Vasten näitä vastuxia    

Kohtia näitä kohtuxia    
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Tinavöillä vyötelime    

Kuollehilla käärmehillä  

Elävillä moan maoilla  

 
Not here never ever  

My nails burn as vipers  

As snakes my own hands  

Against these adversaries  

Toward this resistance  

With tin belts we were girt  

With dead snakes  

With live worms of the ground 

  

[Part III: Description of the adversary and haltioituminen5 of the tietäjä]  

  

The description of the tietäjä’s equipment continues by recounting the ritual:  

  

Liian voimat liitellytse  

Pahan tauit tartellutse  

Hikeyty hivuksen latva  

 

Forces of evil grabbed  

Diseases of evil stuck  

End of hair got sweaty  

As I got on top of the matter 

 

 

 

 

 
5 The term haltioituminen refers to the raising of the tietäjä’s personal guardian spirit, a parallel 

concept with luonto (Siikala 2002a, 250–260).  
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[Part IV: Request for assistance]  

  

In the fourth part of the incantation, the performer returns to direct 

communication with non-human agents, and issues a directive to the mythic 

agent Ukko:  

  

Oi Ukko utunen Ukko    

Tuopa vanhoa väkeä    

Iän kaiken istunutta    

Kut on kauan maassa  

maannut      

Viikon mullissa viruttu  

Havusilla vuotehilla    

 

Oh Ukko misty Ukko  

Bring old folk  

Who have sat forever  

Who have lain in the ground for long  

Languished for a week in the soil  

On beds of twigs  

On pillows of branches   

 

[Part V: The solution to the crisis]  

  

Finally, the incantation concludes with a description of a result, where the 

illness gets banished and the crisis is resolved:  

  

Niillä muinen lii’at liikku  

Pahat tauit taantelihen  

Ison saamilla sanoilla    

Vanhemman varustimilla  
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With those evils used to move  

Wicked diseases revert  

With words father got  

The parent’s equipment 

(SKVR I4, 14)  

  
One additional problem of the communicative/non-communicative 

opposition is that incantations with directives, and thus being categorized as 

communicative, are not exclusive to tietäjät. For example, incantations 

concerning hunting, cattle herding, and other means of subsistence can hardly 

be imagined only as specialized knowledge of the tietäjät. Example (3) shows 

an excerpt from a hunting incantation:  

  

Oi ukko ylijumala    

Vaari vanha taivahinen  

Saata tuolle saarekselle  

Tuolle kumulle kuleta  

Kusta saalis saatanehe  

 

Oh Ukko supreme god  

Old man of heavens  

See me to that hillock  

Bring me to that mound  

Where a prey would be caught  

The hunt’s result would be brought  

(SKVR I4, 1128.31–36) 

 

While reciprocal communication with unseen agents was fundamental to 

tietäjät, it was not limited to them. The issues brought up above lead to the 

question of the commonly made contrast between incantations driven by the 

tietäjä’s personal power (luonto) or a person’s agency, and those that function 

mechanically. 
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4.3.2 AGENCY-DRIVEN VERSUS MECHANICALLY-FUNCTIONING 
INCANTATIONS 

The text-type-category of so-called varaus (“protection against harm”) is 

perceived to function on the basis of the specialist’s personal agency (Siikala 

2002a, 97). The example below shows how a tietäjä prepares for a ritual 

situation with very little invoking of non-human agents: 

  

Tietäjä puoskimaan lähtiessään käärii punaisen langan ympärilleen ja 

sanoo että:  

 

Eipä ennen minun isoni  

Eikä valta vanhempani  

Lahjonut ei lappalaista  

Noutanut ei noijan mieltä  

Lappalainen langetkohon  

Omahansa miekkahansa  

Tekemähänsä terähän 

 

Sitten sitoo vyöhönsä vanhan tulirauvan ja kotkan pään. (SKVR I4, 6)  

 

The tietäjä when going to perform a healing wraps a red thread around 

themselves and says thus: 

 

Not my father in the past  

Nor my powerfull parents  

Did not bribe the Lapplander  

Did not obey withces will  

Let the Lapplander fall  

Into their own sword  

Into the blade they made  

 

Then [they] tie an old flint iron and an eagle’s head in [their] belt. 
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The varaus incantation above includes a communicative segment in the 

form of the optative, when the Lapplander is told to fall on their own sword. 

However, the communicative aspect is quite passive—possibly to distance the 

performer and avoid magical retribution. Incantations such as the varaus 

incantation above were ideologically perceived as functioning on the basis of 

the tietäjä’s personal power, thus being agency-driven; this means that they 

were not seen as simply functioning mechanically. Another type of non-

communicative incantation, used in court proceedings, is presented below to 

demonstrate an incantation that could be used by non-specialists, thus 

making it mechanical, but also by specialists, in which case it would be agency-

driven (see also Stark 2002, 81):  

  

Lato täällä on lampahia 

Kirkko kierä villasia 

Vaan minä suurinna sutena 

 

Here the barn is full of sheep 

The church [filled] with curled woolen ones 

But I as the biggest wolf 

As a bear that fells 

(SKVR I4, 2059) 

 

The question of agency-driven/mechanical defies clear categorizations, as 

incantations perceived as mechanically functioning could be used by both 

specialists and non-specialists. This emphasizes the blurry boundaries of the 

etic categorizations.  
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4.3.3 VARIABLE VERSUS INVARIABLE 
The model of real-time interactive engagement with agents and forces of the 

unseen world developed by Siikala and Piela established an idea that 

incantations varied according to how the tietäjä imagined the sequences to 

unfold. This idea has given rise to another contrast, that incantation variation 

is connected with specialists (Piela 1983; Siikala 2002a, 93-120) while 

incantation textual fixity is connected with non-specialists (Frog 2019a, 245– 

247). This leads to an intuitive correlation of communicative incantations as 

variable and non-communicative incantations as invariable, although this 

opposition proves to not be so simple.  

The first issue with this opposition is what is meant by variation. It is 

characteristic of oral poetry that it varies. Hästesko’s observation about 

variation in incantations was not that ritual incantations of tietäjät vary while 

other incantations do not but rather that all incantations vary, just as all other 

forms of oral poetry do in these traditions (1918, 28–30). Hästesko was 

thinking about variation in terms of written texts, whereas John Miles Foley 

(1995) has highlighted that oral performers conceive of verbal sameness in 

terms of saying the same thing through “words” of verbal art, which might vary 

considerably from a researcher’s perspective. The heart of the matter, which is 

hit on by the model of Siikala and Piela, is that the interactive nature of the 

incantations of tietäjät led them to unfold in relation to real and imagined 

situations, and thus to vary in different ways and to a degree that incantations 

not based on such real-time interaction did not.  

The model for non-variation in Kalevala-metric poetry is the epic genre 

(Frog 2016b). Verbal stability resides at the level of the systems of words and 

formulae used to express units of narration. Corresponding units are an 

integrated part of the incantation tradition; Siikala described these as making 

the mythic images and engagements of incantations “ready-coded” for 

expression, so that a tietäjä would be equipped to express unfolding acts and 

events in the course of a ritual performance (1986, 201; see also Frog 2019a). 

The variability of incantations is thus linked to the unfolding of in situ events 

and engagements, with the implication that these are not governed by the 

same principles as a traditional plot. 
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 In its turn, this view has been complicated by the reconceptualization of 

incantations through ritual drama, which led Piela to argue that “incantations 

are, in the context of the rite, narratives which heal” (2005, 13). Frog has 

connected the variation of incantations in the corpus to the social dynamics of 

their transmission. He proposes that, because incantations were transmitted 

through chains of specialists in isolation rather than publicly, which he 

describes as in “closed-conduit transmission”6, the social factors of 

comparison and community assessment were absent. Individual incantations 

could thus potentially evolve more idiosyncratically in different channels, 

rather than being presented and assessed as variations of a collective tradition. 

Consequently, the considerable variation in the corpus, which contains 

proportionately very few examples of the same incantation recorded from a 

single informant, may in large part be due to how incantations were 

transmitted. (Frog 2010.) 

Hästesko’s view of the importance of the accurate recital of incantations 

was presumably informed in part by the comments by collectors and 

informants that the power of an incantation could be preserved if some words 

were omitted. These comments also point to a conceptualization of 

incantations as things with specific forms that were understood as wholes; this 

seems to imply that performers saw limits to the potential for incantations to 

vary (Frog 2019a, 243–244). The apparent tension between this idea and the 

model of variation developed by Siikala and Piela may reflect researchers’ ways 

of thinking, whereas it seems not to have troubled performers. The 

foundations of communicative incantations for real-time interaction seem to 

have been connected to how these incantations varied, yet not all incantations 

or parts of them were communicative. It is currently not clear whether 

variation was greater only for communicative incantations, for incantations of 

tietäjät generally, or variation was more regional, and incantations from Viena 

were predominantly identified with tietäjät while regions where incantations 

were more regular became predominantly identified with non-specialists.  

 
6 That is, the incantatations were transmitted among specialists, who did not negotiate them with 

public (see Frog 2019a, 241). 
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While it is not the purpose of the present study to resolve the question of 

variation, the question proves to be more complex than a simple contrast of 

tietäjät incantations varying while others did not.  

 
 

4.3.4 CONSIDERING OPPOSING CATEGORIES 
Table B: Attributes connected with specialists and non-specialists   

Specialist Non-specialist 

Communicative incantations Non-communicative incantations 

Variable Fixed 

Agency-driven Mechanically functioning 

 
 

The discussion on the opposing categories above aimed at demonstrating 

some of the problems of categorization made in earlier research. Table B sums 

up the etic dichotomies that are easily correlated by researchers, although they 

overlap in various ways. The focus of this thesis is on the category of 

communicative incantations, which as an etic type is not unproblematic. The 

studies of the present dissertation took shape by building on the approach to 

communicative incantations developed by Siikala and Piela. During the course 

of my research, I was also drawn to the use of the oppositions that surround 

the characterization of the tietäjä institution and thereby contrast it with non-

specialist traditions. Among the types of texts of the Viena region 

conventionally categorized as incantations, the category of communicative 

incantations is nevertheless shown to be relevant to the study of the tietäjä 

institution. Article C discusses communicative and origin incantations in 

connection with informants identified as tietäjät.  

4.4 REGISTERS IN KALEVALA-METRIC INCANTATIONS 

The main theoretical issue of this thesis is to examine if the genre of Kalevala-

metric incantations includes multiple registers, in contrast to current views 

that correlate each genre with a single register (Frog 2015; 2016a; Frog, Koski, 
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& Savolainen 2016, 26–27, 30; Koski 2011, 322–324; 2016; Tarkka 2013, 68–

69). In research, Kalevala-metric incantations have customarily been 

approached as a single genre, although recently the perspective has been 

reevaluated (Frog 2019a).  

My approach stems from examining the ritual moves within an incantation 

as different types, which I initially viewed in terms of speech acts, adapting 

Speech-Act Theory (Austin 1962; Searle 1979). I approached incantations as 

constituting multiple speech acts. Furthermore, I aimed to apply and develop 

views of habitus as guiding the adoption and performance of different genres 

of Kalevala-metric poetry, as laid out by Anna-Leena Siikala (Siikala 2000; on 

habitus, see Bourdieu 1977; Hanks 1996). As the research progressed, I 

became aware of problems and limitations of Speech-Act Theory, such as the 

prominent role of intentions and lack of contextual analysis. (Burkhardt 1990; 

Duranti 1997, 227–236; Rosaldo 1982; Agha 2007, 55–64.) This led to my 

exploration of other theoretical approaches and a transition to a register-based 

approach, influenced especially by the work of Asif Agha (e.g., 2004; 2007). 

Familiarization with Agha’s work led also to reflecting on and articulating the 

problems of determinism and lack of individual agency inherent in the concept 

of habitus (Agha 2007, 228–232; Bueger & Gadinger 2014, 28, 57; see also 

Karlsson 2019). Whereas the adaptation of Register Theory of John Miles 

Foley (1995) has been prominent in folklore research, because it takes into 

account genres of oral traditions and provides a tool for analyzing how they 

produce meanings (Frog 2015, 80–82), my point of departure led me to draw 

instead on developments of Register Theory in current linguistic anthropology 

research (e.g., Agha 2004; 2007; 2015a; 2015b; Blommaert 2007; Visakko 

2015). On those grounds, it was natural to distinguish between types of social 

interaction within communicative incantations that I had once considered in 

terms of speech acts and to consider whether these constitute different 

registers, as they would for interactions outside of incantations.  

My perspective views the performer’s addresses toward different non-

human agents in an incantation as constituting uses of varying registers, 

rather than being unified (Karlsson 2021a; 2021b). In this approach, genre is 
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viewed as a text-type category that constitutes models for a text of that type 

and the conventions related to it in society. The models enable an individual 

to recognize texts as related to the particular genre and also provide models 

for generating texts recognizable in that way to others (Frog 2016a; Frog, 

Koski, & Savolainen 2016). This approach is not concerned with delineating 

the limits of genres, so it is not necessary to determine whether communicative 

incantations should be technically defined as a genre, a subgenre, or another 

type of category. Nor is it necessary to determine whether incantations of the 

tietäjät form a genre or all incantations form a genre. For the present 

purposes, it is sufficient that the data analyzed in this study is approached as 

a genre containing multiple registers.  

The registers in the approach taken here are socially formed and 

recognizable sign-repertoires, which are connected to stereotypical indexical 

effects (Agha 2004; 2007). Registers achieve their overt forms via 

sociohistorical processes of enregisterment, where linguistic and non-

linguistic signs are reanalyzed and seen as stereotypically indexing a social 

group or relations between social groups. They become stereotypes of social 

indexicality, which index specific social roles and personae. (Agha 2007, 55, 

80–81; 2015; Blommaert 2007, 117; Visakko 2015, 46.) In the context of this 

study, enregisterment describes the way competence in communicative and 

origin incantations and auto-suggestion was culturally connected with the 

stereotypical image of the tietäjä at the time of collection of Kalevala-metric 

poetry in Viena. In other words, the aforementioned behaviors were analyzed 

as distinctive models of the particular social group of ritual specialists—that is, 

as images of how a stereotypical tietäjä behaved (including use of various 

registers). (Agha 2015b; Lehtonen 2015, 35–40; Siikala 2002a, 79; Silverstein 

2003.) 

Register theory has primarily taken shape in social linguistics and linguistic 

anthropology, with a focus especially on registers as alternative ways of 

speaking linked to such social situations as speaker role relations (Agha 2007; 

Eckert 2008, 456; Kaartinen 2015, 165; Lehtonen 2015, 40–41; Silverstein 

2010, 340; Visakko 2015). These approaches have tended to neglect the 

potential for what is expressed, such as an incantation, as a determinant for 
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which register is used; this came into focus as the concept was adapted into 

folklore research (Frog 2015; see Visakko 2015, 47). However, the approach to 

taking text-type as driving the choice of register has tended to view register as 

singular for particular text types.  

Lotte Tarkka (2005; 2013) developed a new approach to how elements used 

in a text like a Kalevala-meter incantation may be linked to different registers, 

foregrounding that the recognizability of such links was integrated into 

meaning-making processes. Tarkka’s approach now holds an established 

position in the discussion, yet her view on the intermixing of registers was built 

on the model of what Kristeva initially described as intertextuality ([1969] 

1980) but later called transposition, which she considered a more accurate 

description for the transposition of compositional elements of one genre into 

another ([1974] 1984, 59–60). Tarkka directly drew the concept of register 

from John Miles Foley (1995) and the use of register for the resources used to 

produce generic products in a one-to-one correlation dovetailed with 

Kristeva’s concept of intertextuality or transposition.  

Frog (2015; 2016a) worked to theorize the relation between register and 

genre, with oral poetry as the focus. He highlights that both concepts are 

calibratable tools, but his calibration of register concerns the specification of 

the text-type category, from the breadth of Kalevala-meter poetry to epics 

about a single hero. This approach would allow examining communicative 

incantations or even Origin of Fire incantations7 as potentially having a 

particular register, but again registers are viewed as singular for the 

production of whole texts.  

My approach proposes that the address of a positively, ambivalently, or 

negatively aligned non-human actor is performed with different registers. The 

following example concisely demonstrates the variation of a performer’s 

registers: 

 

 

 
7 A text-type category of incantations recounting the mythic origins of fire. 
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Kun olet kotini koira  

Pure luita penkinalta  

Kun olet kyläni koira  

Kysy kyytiä kylästä  

[…]  

Maria matala neitsyt  

Rakas neiti armollinen  

Pyhä piika pikkarainen  

Tule tänne tarvittaissa  

Tule tänne kutsuttaissa  

Tätä päätä päästämään  

 

If you are a dog from home  

Bite bones under the bench  

If you are the village’s dog  

Ask a ride from the village  

[…] 
Mary small virgin  

Beloved merciful maiden  

Little holy maid  

Come here when needed  

Come here when called  

To relieve this head  

To redeem this life  

(SKVR I4, 954.1–4, 11–13) 

 

The excerpt above shows that the performer addresses two unseen agents, a 

dog (i.e., a derogative designation for the disease demon) and Virgin Mary. 

Instead of viewing these addresses as consisting of one single register, they are 

viewed as different social situations: the banishing of a negative agent and a 

request for help from a positive agent (Virgin Mary). The use of different 

discursive strategies (a direct command and endearing attributes as well as the 

reason stated for the request, respectively) reflects different sets of resources 
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used in each type of situation, sets of resources constitutive of registers that 

can be clearly distinguished as socially conventional for the respective types of 

interaction (see Siikala 2002a, 101–103 et passim). This view shows that 

incantations can in fact include multiple registers instead of one unified 

register.  

This view of registers as sets of resources in social situations of addressing 

non-human agents takes a different but complementary perspective to some 

of the other approaches in the research on Kalevala-metric poetry. Jukka 

Saarinen (2018, 74) has used the idea of register to describe Kalevala-meter 

as poetic language, taking a stance that delimits the concept to linguistic 

characteristics of oral poetry (see also Tarkka 2005, 40). This perspective is 

not more or less correct than the one I have adopted, but a question of research 

interests and the use of the concepts in relevant contexts (see Frog 2015, 78).  
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5 COMPONENTS OF THE STUDY 

The following section discusses the three case studies of the dissertation. The 

first two studies, A and B, focus on textual devices used by the tietäjät to 

address non-human agents. Therefore, they establish the central properties of 

the registers that ritual specialists employed in ritual communication. The 

results of analysis performed on them form the basis from which the research 

progresses to a quantitative evaluation of the registers’ significance in the 

ritual conduct of the tietäjät.  

5.1 RESEARCH MATERIAL 

The data for the three case studies differs qualitatively. While articles A and B 

focus on registral features of incantation texts, article C is concerned with the 

users of the incantations and the social significance of competence in 

communicative and origin incantations (see Ch. 4 for details). This means that 

the first two studies utilize incantation material as their primary source, while 

article C focuses on biographical information of Viena Karelian tietäjät and 

draws on analysis of their incantations.  

5.1.1 RESEARCH MATERIAL OF ARTICLE A 
 
Article A focuses on registral features of a single etic text-type category, the so-

called Origin of Fire incantations from Viena Karelia, which also meet the 

criteria of communicative incantations. The resulting corpus of texts for 

analysis was made up of 46 incantations of various length, of which the main 

connecting features were the following: 1) all of the texts were communicative 

incantations 2) the texts were closely connected with ritual specialists as 

prototypical users; and 3) the incantations in question were normally 

connected with the healing of injuries caused by fire (Karlsson 2021a, 41). 

Owing to formal differences in the incantation texts, the Origin of Fire 

incantations most likely did not form a single emic text-type category. 
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However, narrowing the data within the etic category of communicative 

incantations made it possible to analyze the incantations as a single type of 

text, thus decreasing the likelihood that the corpus would have included 

different emic text-types (Karlsson 2021a, 41). Documented between 1829 and 

1915, the data consisted of a total of 3449 lines. (Karlsson 2021a, 41.) 

 

5.1.2 RESEARCH MATERIAL OF ARTICLE B 
 

The data of article B was extended from a single incantation category of the 

Origin of Fire to all communicative healing incantations in the SKVR recorded 

in Viena Karelia outside of Vuokkiniemi. This resulted in a total of 1,028 

incantations (see Table B). The analysis focused on communicative 

incantations, resulting in a corpus of 514 incantation texts. Once the corpus of 

communicative incantations was established, I further delimited the data to 

those incantations that include justifications. The final dataset for the analysis 

was 152 incantations. 

5.1.3 RESEARCH MATERIAL OF ARTICLE C 
 

In article C, I focused on the performers of the communicative and origin 

incantations, two text-types customarily connected with tietäjät. The material 

for the analysis was taken from part IV of the SKVR, Vienan läänin runot. 

Loitsut. Lisiä., (“Poems of the Viena Province. Incantations. Additions.”) 

which contains a 109-page appendix Vienan läänin runonlaulajat ja tietäjät 

(“Runo-singers and the tietäjät of the Viena Province”).  The appendix lists the 

named informants of the area, as well as the material collected from them, the 

names of the interviewers, and contextual information about the persons in 

question added by contemporary and later collectors (Karlsson 2022, 12; 

Niemi 1921). The total number of entries in the appendix is 648; however, 

when double entries (deriving from nick names, for example) are eliminated, 

the resulting number of individuals is 545. Applying a search criterion, defined 
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in more detail below, resulted in finding 78 persons identified either as a 

tietäjä or connected with magical practices; the remaining 467 were not 

identified with incantations or magical practices. The dataset used in the 

analysis was comprised of communicative and origin incantations collected 

from the informants from both groups, and it amounted to 225 texts. 

 

5.2 METHODS 

5.2.1 METHODS FOR ARTICLE A 
 

Article A took as its aim an exploration of the possibility of register variation 

in the text-type of Origin of Fire incantations. The investigation’s point of 

departure was an observation regarding directive verbs and their suffixes in 

incantation texts. Certain directives seemed to frequently include the suffixes 

-pa, -pä, and -s, which can index moderation in standard language (Ahtia 

2014, 87; VISK § 835, § 838). Example below illustrates the use of -pa in an 

incantation: 

 
Neitsy Maaria emonen  

Tuopa hyytä hyppysisä  

 

Virgin Mary motherdiminutive 

Bring-pa frost with your fingers 

(SKVR I4, 249.69–70) 

 

Additionally, the suffixes -os, -ös, -as, and -äs, which can potentially indicate 

the optative mood, occurred in the data. These observations led to a 

hypothesis that directives in communicative incantations can potentially be 

expressed with a moderative function when addressing positively aligned (i.e., 

relative to the performer) non-human agents in contrast to negatively aligned 

non-human agents.  
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A qualitative analysis of metapragmatic evaluations of non-human agents 

was performed to establish their alignment as positive or negative. The 

analysis of directives with particles was performed quantitatively, assessing 

the difference between requests and commands. Methodological 

consideration included the variation in the length of individual texts and the 

use of parallelism, which might reproduce affixes in parallel lines. Metrical 

requirements were also considered, and this complicated the quantitative 

analysis, because especially the particles -pa and -pä could be used as metrical 

fillers to achieve the minimum syllable count in a line (Karlsson 2021a, 45).  

In addition to the particles around which the study was designed, 

justifications in the incantations (i.e., giving a reason for the directive) were 

considered. In the following passage, for example, the performer justifies a 

request to the Virgin Mary by stating the need to avoid negative consequences 

for the patient (justification underlined):  

 

Neitsyt Maaria emoni  

Rakas äiti armollinji  

Tie tuli tehottomakse  

Valkie varattomakse  

Ettei tuskilla tulisi 

Eikä märkinä menisi    

 

Virgin Motherdimunitive Mary  

Beloved merciful mother  

Make fire powerless  

The blaze ineffective  

So that [it] would not come with pains  

Nor would go with pus  

(SKVR I4, 330.44–49) 
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The methods of the study thus combined qualitative and quantitative 

approaches in order to accommodate the features and requirements of the 

data. 

5.2.2 METHODS FOR ARTICLE B 
 

Article B advanced from the study of particles in Article A, both 

methodologically and in terms of research material. The dataset of Article B 

was further analyzed by categorizing the discursive units of the incantations to 

be analyzed. The categorization was inspired by Anna-Leena Siikala’s thematic 

typification of communicative incantations (Siikala 1986b; 2002, Ch. 4) and 

approaches of conversation analysis (Person 2016, 23–24). The categories I 

used in the preliminary classification of elements in the data were as follows8: 

 

A: Ambivalently attributing an actor  

C: Propitiating an actor  

D: Directive utterance  

Dpos: Directive utterance to a positively evaluated actor  

Dneg: Directive utterance to a negatively evaluated actor  

Dam b: Directive utterance, evaluation of actor unclear  

I: Inquiring utterance  

J: Justificative utterance  

N: Narrative discourse unit  

Nmet: metanarrative discourse unit  

V: Vocative utterance  

  

This can be illustrated through the following short incantation:  

  

Oi Ukko Ylijumala  V    

Pilvi hattaroin pitäjä  

Tules tänne tarvitessa  Dpos 

 
8 See Appendix 1 for coded data. 
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Käy tänne kututtaissa  

Pah' on olla pakkuloissa  J 

Kiero olla kipuloissa  

Puun löyly kivosen lämmin  V 

Mäne läpi kuumista kivistä  Dneu2 

Palavista poateroista  

Läpi saunan sammalista  

Läpi kylyn kynnyksistä  

 

Oh Ukko supreme god         V                

Holder of wisps of clouds   

Come here when needed  Dpos  

Walk here when called   

It is bad to be in ache  J              

Wretched to be in pain   

Steam of wood warmth of stone V   

Go through hot stones  Dneu2   

[Through] burning stone slabs   

Through mosses of the sauna           

Through thresholds of the bath   

From the body delivered by a mother  

 (SKVR I4, 721) 

 

When analyzed in terms of discourse segments, this is abstracted as:  

  

V│Dpos│J│V│Dneu2  

  
After analyzing the data, I performed additional outlining to gather 

communicative incantations with justificative sequences (J). The final dataset 

for the analysis of justification phenomena was thus formed of 152 

incantations. The justificative sequences in the data were analyzed in relation 

to non-human agents, which I categorized as positively, negatively, and 
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ambivalently aligned to the performer. The analysis of alignment of the agents 

was based on implicit and explicit metapragmatic evaluations found in the 

data. Metapragmatic evaluations were conceptualized in the study as 

discursive statements that the performer of the incantation asserted in relation 

to the agents included. Ultimately, the status of the agent as positive, negative, 

or ambivalent was degreed by its status as beneficial, ambivalent, or hostile in 

relation to the performer. If an agent functioned in a supportive manner in 

relation to the performer, the relation was considered positive. The next 

example (SKVR I4, 1444) presents the performer’s request to the god of 

thunder, Ukko. The request to keep cattle from coming to harm clearly 

positions the agent in the category of positive agents, along with implicit 

evaluations describing Ukko as “God above” and the “ruler of wisps of clouds”:  

  
Ukko ylinen Jumala  

Tahi taatto taivahinen  

Itse pilvien pitäjä    

Hattaroitten hallitsia  

Tule minun tarvitessa  

Käy kutsuni perässä  

Kaitse karja kaunihisti  

Varjele vahinkon teiltä  

Tänä suurena suvena  

Herran hellennä kesänä  

 

Ukko God above  

Or heavenly father  

Holder of clouds himself  

Ruler of wisps of clouds  

Come as I need  

Come after my call  

Guard the cattle gracefully  

Protect from ways of harm  

On this great summer  
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On the warm summer of the Lord  

So that no accident would befall  

Correspondingly, if the performer aimed to inhibit the actions of an agent 

entirely, it was deemed as negative. Below, the performer banishes an illness 

agent to the mythic location of Pohjola:  

  
Jos ollet kotińi koira  

Pure luita pöyän alla  

Kun ollet kyläńi koira  

Kyllä tästä kyyin annan  

Kynsistäńi kyyin annan  

Hankin harmoan heposen  

Kotihisi männäkses  

Kotihisi hiitten konna  

Paha maallasi pakene  

Pimieh Pohjolah   

  

Should you be a homely dog  

Bite bones under the table  

Should you be a village dog  

I will give you a ride  

From my nails I will give a ride  

I will get a grey horse  

For you to go home  

To your home scoundrel of devil  

Evil flee to your land  

To the dark Pohjola  

To strict Tapiola  

(SKVR I4, 669.6–16) 
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Ambivalent agents were evaluated by their position outside the 

positive/negative dichotomy, as well as in relation to contextual factors. The 

bear falls into the ambivalent category, owing to its status as a potential threat 

to livelihood but not being entirely negative in the manner of illness agents, 

for example:  

 

Ohtoni metsän omena  

Metsän kuulusa kuningas  

Nyt tiemmä sulosovinnon  

Kesärauhan rapsoamma  

Jos talvet sotoa käymmä  

Lumen aijan luskehimma  

Talven aijan tappelemma  

Työnnän lehmäni leholla  

Hatasarvet hoavikolla  

Kolosarvet koivikolla  

Lasken lampahat aholla  

Hevoseni heinäsuolla  

Pane kaksi kämmentäsi  

Kahen puolen korvistasi  

Että et kuulis karjan kelluo  

Etkä helkkävän hevosen  

 

Bear, apple of the forest  

Famous king of the forest  

Now we will make a sweet settlement  

We will strike a summer peace  

If we make war on winters  

Clatter the snowy time  

Fight the wintertime  

I push my cows to the grove  

Wide-horned cows to aspen woods  
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Notched horns to birch woods  

I let my sheep into the meadow  

My horses to the pasture bog  

Put your two palms  

On the two sides of your ears  

So that you would not hear the cattle’s bells  

Nor the tinkling of a horse (SKVR I4, 1380.1–16) 

5.2.3 METHODS FOR ARTICLE C 
 

In the search for the tietäjät in SKVR’s appendix, I used a digitized version of 

the list of performers. I then used different parameters to find those identified 

as tietäjät or practitioners of magic (Karlsson 2022, 10). After searching with 

find functions, I scanned through the entire appendix to confirm the results. 

At that stage, I included mentions of a person acting as a healer or other 

indications of magical practices. As a result, informants were either 

categorized as socially recognized practitioners of magic or not identified as a 

tietäjä. 

After I had established the categories, I formed a database consisting of 

informants recognized as tietäjät and their communicative and origin 

incantations. For communicative incantations, I checked for directives in the 

incantation texts recorded. For origin incantations, my method was to search 

for etiologies of various phenomena, such as illnesses, in the data. 

5.3 RESULTS 

 

5.3.1 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS FOR ARTICLE A 
 

Of the total 170 directive verbs in the data of the Origin of Fire incantations, 

39% included affixes of potential moderation and optative forms. These 
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directives were analyzed along with the agents they were used to address. 

Additionally, discursive justification as a potential moderative device was 

included in the analysis. The investigation of the affixes and the use of the 

optative mood revealed that especially in case of the suffixes -pa(s) and -pä(s), 

their role as moderatives was unlikely. The analysis came to the conclusion 

that the use of the aforementioned suffixes was inconsistent, and more likely 

could be accounted for as a device to reach the minimum syllable count for 

lines in the meter.  

The occurrence of the suffix -s differed somewhat from the affixes -pa(s) 

and -pä(s). The -s particle consists only of one phoneme, without a vowel, and 

thus lacks a metrical role similar to the other suffixes investigated. While the 

moderative role of -s was also found to be unlikely, its use in the data suggested 

a use similar to that in standard language, where the particle is used as a 

directive to perform immediate action.  

The optative affixes -os, -ös, -as, and -äs in the data were biased by their 

high frequency in a single incantation text: the use of optative forms in the one 

text comprised almost half of the total number of forms in the data. The 

analysis found that optatives also worked primarily as metrical fillers, possibly 

occupying a secondary role as a moderative form, similar to the particle -s.  

Finally, the use of justification as a moderative device was investigated. 

Justification was found to index moderation in addresses to positively aligned 

non-human agents with much stronger probability than the analyzed particles. 

The small number of justificative tokens in the data—only eight—limited the 

possibility of drawing strong conclusions, however. The preliminary results 

concerning the role of justification led to advancing the research in the 

direction of further investigation with a larger dataset. 

 

5.3.2 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS FOR ARTICLE B 
 

The tentative results of the preceding investigation concerning the potential 

role of rhetorical justification in communicative incantations resulted in 
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developing a database that included all incantations of Viena Karelia 

published in SKVR, notwithstanding Vuokkiniemi. 

The analysis revealed that discursive justification occurs in different forms 

in relation to differently aligned agents. With positively aligned agents, 

performers employed requests and commands aimed at benefiting the 

performer and/or the (assumed) patient participating in the ritual. 

Justification also occurred with directives used with negatively evaluated 

agents, a finding that widened the view of justification as only being relevant 

to positive agents. In contrast to the type of justification used with positive 

agents, in directives aimed at negative actors the justifications focused on the 

benefit to the negative actor, not to the performer or patient. Finally, 

ambivalently aligned agents received justification in the form of what can be 

described as rationalization, where the focus is on the benefit to both the 

performer and the addressed agent.  

The results of the study illuminated that multiple registers were 

functioning in the text-type of communicative incantations. The different 

discursive strategies performers used with different non-human agents were 

satisfactorily explained by register contrasts. The strategies are viewed as 

indexing varying reflexively applied conventions of addressing differently 

evaluated actors. Variation in types of justification was argued to index 

emblems of the respective registers (Agha 2007, 235), that is, the regularly 

used and identified types of emblematic identities.  

 

5.3.3 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS FOR ARTICLE C 
 
The results of the analysis in Article C were twofold. Of the informants socially 

recognized as specialists, 74% had performed communicative incantations and 

50% origin incantations. Among the group of informants not recognized as 

specialists, 58% were connected with communicative incantations and 13% 

origin incantations. The numbers indicated that the connection between 

communicative incantations and tietäjät was not very strong in terms of 
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percentage. With origin incantations, however, the analysis indicated a 

surprisingly strong connection. (Karlsson 2022, 15–16.)  

The conclusion of the study was that the assumption of communicative 

incantations as tools of the tietäjät is not wrong as such; rather, the problem 

lies in the etic categorization of incantations, which do not necessarily account 

for the diverse praxis of the tietäjä tradition. The social category of tietäjät was 

not wholly unified, and the contextual data is scarce. For example, it is difficult 

to determine if the lack of communicative incantations in repertoires of 

informants was due to their reluctance to give their material away or if other 

reasons were concerned. While the results concern temporally and spatially 

limited data, the research methods can potentially be applied beyond the 

Kalevala-metric tradition, such as research on European verbal charms. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

The discussion above has examined Kalevala-metric incantations and text-

type categories of communicative and origin incantations with the overarching 

aim of evaluating if multiple registers operated within the genre. The first part 

of the study took steps to look into individual register usage by examining 

aspects of discursive justification and register variation. It focused 

theoretically on questions of genre and register, as well as calibration of the 

concepts for the needs of the dissertation. The results showed that a 

reevaluation of the perspective of Kalevala-metric incantations consisting of a 

single register is needed. When addresses of varying non-human agents in 

incantations are treated as social situations showing differing relations 

between the performer and the addressees, register variation comes into view. 

The choice of the appropriate register and its foundation on evaluations of 

non-human agents’ alignment or opposition to the performer seems to have 

constituted one dimension of the tietäjä’s utilization of mythic knowledge.  

Moving from the text-level phenomena to social usage, the second part of 

the research focused on testing the assumed connection of ritual specialists 

and the categories of communicative and origin incantations. The analysis 

performed in article C resulted in somewhat equivocal results, where the 

connection proved to be more ambivalent than originally assumed. This is 

arguably largely due to biases in the data—such as the tendency of the early 

collectors to treat the names of the informants as secondary information and 

to focus on epic poetry, not on incantations (Siikala 2002b). Another 

complicating matter is the ambiguous nature of the ethnographic accounts of 

the tietäjät. It was said that even “every other man in bygone times” could be 

claimed to have been a tietäjä, although competence in communicative 

incantations and the other text-types connected with tietäjät was probably not 

so universal. (Tarkka 2005, 44.) While the assumption has now been 

empirically tested, the examination of opposing categories of incantation 

research in Chapter 2.4 demonstrates some of the difficulties of juxtaposing 
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etic and emic interpretations of the material. Despite the problems of this kind 

of statistical analysis, the data serves as a starting point for further exploring 

the metalinguistic evaluations of informants and collectors about the 

incantation tradition. 

The results connecting the tietäjät with communicative and origin 

incantations as text-types offer directions for research that were not included 

in this study. The knowledge-objects—namely, incantations—of the tietäjät 

were circulated in closed-conduit transmission (Frog 2010; 2013; 2019a), and 

were therefore possessed by a relatively closed social networks. This kind of 

transmission would be examinable in terms of how the knowledge-objects 

were subject to change over time and with changing social circumstances, such 

as the decline of the prestige of the tietäjä institution due to advancing 

modernization. The question would therefore concern the enregisterment, or 

processes of change and variation, of given registers (Agha 2007, 55; 2015; 

Johnstone 2016). The findings concerning register phenomena in 

communicative incantations offer a point of departure for further directions of 

investigation. For example, this study has not accounted for instances of third 

person narrative, which occur frequently in the communicative healing 

incantations and form additional registers. Correspondingly, instances of 

incantation use in epic texts provide an intriguing direction for future inquiry, 

extending the frames of the current study to other genres. Also waiting for 

additional investigation is the leakage of incantation registers outside the 

closed-conduit circulation and discourses by non-specialists concerning the 

tietäjät and their knowledge-objects.  

The findings of this study are limited temporally, spatially, and culturally, 

but they arguably have potential to inspire new directions of inquiry into other 

materials and other traditions. The methodologies I have used are not tied to 

the research of Kalevala-metric poetry; while varying in many features 

situationally and culturally, registers are potentially present in diverse kinds 

of materials that hold interest for scholars. Theoretically, the dissertation 

contributes to the discussion of applicability of genre and register in different 

contexts.  
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The dissertation has demonstrated how a sophisticated analysis of poetic 

language has potential to explore means of communication with unseen reality 

in historic contexts. Kalevala-metric incantations of the tietäjät were 

specialized knowledge-objects, which functioned as a way of communication 

with the otherworld. These knowledge-objects were also communicative 

resources in social, human-to-human interaction, in which mastery over them 

contributed to the formation, legitimation, and display of social roles. The 

object of this study has been to explore some of the characteristics of this 

special way of acting in the world.  
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Appendix 1 

Coded data of Article B 

 

 

SKVR I4  

119  Nmet│ Dneg│J  

1424

 N│V│Dneu│N│I│V│Dpos│V│N│V│Dpos│V│Dpos│V│Dneg2│J│Dneg│J│C│J│

V│Dneu3│J│Dneu│V│Dpos3│J│Dpos│J2│Dpos│J│N2│V│C│N5  

1966 Nmet│ Dneg2│J│Nmet  

118 Nmet│ Dneu│J│Nmet  

67 N2│D2│N│Dneu│J  

19 Nmet│ Dpos│J│Nmet  

318 I│N│V│Dpos│J│Nmet  

308s

 Dneu│N5│V│Dpos│N│V│Dpos2│N│V│N│V│Dpos│N│J│N│Dneg│V│Dpos│J│V

│Dpos│N│Dneg│Dpos2│Dneg│Nmet│Dneu│ 

1717 Dneu│N│V│Dpos│J  

2410 N2│Dneg2│J│N  

47 N4│Dneu│N2│Dneg6│J  

249s I│N14│V│Dpos│V│Dpos│N│V│Dpos3│J│V  

18 V│C│Dpos2│J│Nmet│V│C│Dpos│Nmet  

1444 V│C│Dpos2│J  

2390 V│N3│Dpos│N│V│Dpos2│J  

633 Nmet│I│N2│V│Dpos2│N│Dneg2│N│J│Dneg│N  

1058 V│Dpos│J│Dpos│J  



2 
 

1354 V│C│Dpos2│J│Dneu│V│Dpos│V│Dpos│J│V│Dpos2│J│Nmet  

977 V│C│Dpos│J│Dpos3│Nmet   

1434 V│Dneu4│N│V│Dpos│J│Dpos│V│I│V│Dneu│N│N│C  

721 V│Dpos│J│V│Dneu2  

973

 V│Dpos│J│Dpos│J│Dpos2│V│Dpos3│N│Dpos4│N2│Dpos│V│Dpos│N│V│C│Dpos

│V│Dpos│Dpos  

974 V│Dpos│J│N│Dneu│N  

976 V│Dpos│J│N2│Dpos│J│Dpos3│Nmet│Dpos│Nmet  

231 N7│V│Dpos│J│N6│V│Dpos│V│N2│Dneu│N│I│N6│V│Dneu  

34 V│C│Dpos│J  

35 V│Dpos│J  

491

 V│D3│I2│N│I2│N│V│Dpos│J│N4│Dneg│N│Dneg│I2│N│Dneg│N│I│N│I2│N1

1  

1886 V│Dpos│J│Dneg2V│Dpos│J│Dpos│Nmet 

203 N2│V│I2│N4│V│Dpos│J2│V│Dpos2│V│Dpos4│J│N   

202 I│V│Dpos│J│N│Dpos│J│N5│V│I2│N│Dneu│N2 

612 V│C│Dpos│J│N│Dpos│J   

312 I│N2│I│N│V│C│N│Dpos│I│N│V│C│N│V│N│I│N│[Dneg]│J│V│N  

1934 Nmet│V│J│Dpos2│Nmet 

1017 Nmet│V│I│N│Dpos│J│Nmet│Dneg│J│Nmet  

354 N│I│N│N4 

562 Nmet│Dneg3│Nmet│N│Nmet 

657 Nmet│Dneg2│Nmet 

735 Nmet│I│Dneg4│N│Nmet 



3 
 

1013 Nmet│Dneg2│Nmet 

1024 Nmet│Dneg│N│Nmet 

2083 Nmet│V│C│N│Dpos2│Nmet│V│N3 

2121 Nmet│Dneg2│J  

126 Nmet│Dneg│Nmet 

1954 Nmet│Dneg│N│Nmet 

611 Nmet│Dneg│N4│Nmet│N│Dpos│N3│Nmet│Dneg│N│Nmet 

732 Nmet│N│Dneg2│N│Dneg│J│Nmet  

733 Nmet│Dneu│N 

754 Nmet│V│N│Nmet│V│Dneg│Nmet 

779 Nmet│Dneg│Nmet│Dneg2│Nmet 

1079 Nmet│V│Dpos│J│Nmet│Dneg2│Nmet  

1664 Nmet│V│C│Dneu│N3│Nmet2│Dneg│N│Nmet 

52 V│A│Dneg 

53 Nmet│N2│I│Dneg 

54 V│I│Dneg│N3│Nmet 

50 N3│Dneg2│Nmet│N 

68 N6│Dneu│N│Dneu 

69 N3│Dneu2 

71 V│N3│V│Dneu 

73 N8│V│Dneu│I│D2│V│I│N│V│Dneu│I2│N│I│N 

88 N2│I│Dneu4 

94 Nmet│V│N│I│Dneu 

342 N│Dneg│N3│Dneg2│Nmet 

349 Dneu2 



4 
 

350 V│N│Dneu2 

352 Nmet│Dneu6│N│Nmet 

381 N3│I│N│I│N│I│N│V│I│Dneg2 

381a N2│V│I│N│I│N│V│I│Dneg2 

386

 N5│I│N│I│N│I│N│Dneg│V│Dneg3│V│Dneg│N│Dneg│N│Dpos│V│Dpos│N3│D

neg 

387 V│N│I│N│I│N│I│N4│Dneg3│N 

391 N2│I│N│Dneg 

393 N4│I│N│I│V│I│Dneg3 

395 N2│I2│N2│Dneg│I2│Dneg 

397 V│A2│I2│N│I│N│I│N│Dneg│N 

401 Nmet│I│A│N8│Dneg│N│Nmet 

403 I│N3│I│Dneg│I2│N2│Dneg│N│Dneg│N3│Dneg│V│Dneg│N2 

407 Nmet│V│A│Dneg2 

408 V│A3│I2│N4│I│N│I│N│I│N│V│Dneg3│V 

456 V│A│N│Dneg 

457 V│A│Dneg│N│V│N│Dneg2 

460 V│A│Dneg│N2│Dneg│N3│Dneg 

460a Nmet│V│A│Dneg│N2│Dneg│N3 

460b V│A│Dneg│N2│Dneg│N4 

461 Nmet│V│A2│Dneg 

495

 I5│Dpos3│N│Dpos3│N│I2│V│Dpos│N2│Dneg│I│Dneg│I│N│Dneg4│N│Dneg4│N│

Dneg4│V│N3│Dneg│N4│J│Dpos│N2│Dpos│N2│I4│Dneg2│N5│I│N6│V│C│Dpos│N│Dpos│J│

V│C│Dpos│J│V│Dpos2│J│N│V│Dpos2│N  
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496 N5│I2│Dneg2│N2│Dneg│N│Dneg2 

497 I2│Dneg2│N2│Dpos│N3│Dpos2│Dneg│I 

498

 N│I│N4│Dpos2│N2│Dpos2│N│Dpos2│N│Dpos2│N3│V│A│N│Dpos│V│A│N2│D

neg4│N2 

499

 Nmet│I│N│I│Dneg│N│Dneg3│N3│Dneg│N4│I│Dneg│N│I│Dneg│I6│Dneg│I2│Dn

eg7│N6 

502 I4│Dneg│N3│Dneg5│N│V│Dpos3│N4│Dneg2│N│Dpos│N2 

503 I│Dneg 

505 I3│Dneg│I│N│I│Dneg4│N│Dpos2 

509 N4│I│Dneg│I│N4│Dneg4│J│N  

596 Nmet│Dneg│N2│Dneg│Nmet 

597 Nmet│V│N│I2│N│Dneg2 

600 I│Dneg 

601 Nmet│N│Dneg 

614 N│Dneg2│N 

620 Nmet│N│Dneg2│N│Dneg│V│N│Dneg2│N│Dneg│N2│J│Nmet  

621

 Nmet│I3│Dneg│I│N2│A│Dneg│N│Dneg│J2│Dneg│N│Dneg│N│Dneg2│N2│J│V│

C│I│Dpos│J│Nmet  

669 N2│I│Dneg│N2│Dneg│J│Dneg  

675 N2│Dneg│J│I│Dneg│I│N│Dneg│N  

677 Nmet│Dneg3│N3│Dneg4│Nmet│Dneg 

789 Nmet│N3│Dneg│N 

892 N12│V│A3│Dneg│N2│Dneg│N2│J│Dneg│N│J│Dneg│N3│J│Dneg2  
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323 V│N│ Dneu│ I│ N4│ Dneu│ N│ V│ N3│ V│ Dpos 

1040 Nmet│Dneg│N│Nmet 

71 V│N│Dneu│V│Dneu 

1700 N5│Dpos4 

268 Nmet│N5│I│N12│I│N│V│Dpos3│J│N│Nmet  

1219 I2│V│Dpos│Dneu│V│N3│Dneu4│N6│I3│N3 

1380 V│N4│Dneu│J│Dneu2│N  

1381 V│N4│Dneu2│J│N│V│Dpos2  

366 Dneg│N 

397 V│A2│I2│I│N│I│N│Dneg2│N 

508 V│Dpos2│N3│J2│N2│J│N3│J2│N4│V│Dpos│J│Dpos3│N4  

698 V│A2│Dneu2│N5│Dneg3│N 

824 N38│Dneg│I│N4│Dneg2│J│Dneg│N│J│V│Dpos2│J2│Dneg│N 

470 N2│V│Dpos│N3 

470b V│Dpos│N│N4│V│Dpos│I│N│Dneg│N│Dneg│N4 

507 N│V│Dpos│J│Dpos2│J  

577 V│Dpos│V│N3│Dneg│N2 

827 Dneg│N2│Dneg4│N3 

951 Nmet│Dpos7│N│Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│J│Dpos│Nmet  

952 V│Dpos│N2 

1090 V│Dpos│N2│Nmet 

1287 N│V2│Dpos│V│Dneu│N 

1462 Nmet│N│Nmet│I│Dpos│N│Nmet 

1520 Nmet│V│Dpos│Nmet 

1676 V│N│Dneu│N3 
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1858 Nmet│Dpos2 

1861 Nmet│N│J│Dpos│N  

1862 V│Dpos│J│Dpos│N│Dpos  

1863 V│N2│V│Dpos│J│N  

2061 Dpos2│Nmet│N 

164 N17│V│Dpos2│Dneu│Dpos3│N│J  

408 V│A3│I│N3│I│N│I│N│Dneg3 

835 N22│Dneg│J│N5  

161 Nmet│V│A4│I│V│Dpos│J│Dpos│N│V│Dpos3│N  

273 N13│I│N│V│Dpos3 

461 V│Dneg 

1031 Nmet│N│Dneu 

1813 Nmet│Dneu2│J│Nmet  

72 V│I│N8│Dpos│N2 

121 Dneu│J  

134 N2│Dneu2│N2 

135 Dneu│N3│I│N 

136 I│N2│I│N10│I2│N8│Dneu2│Dpos│Dneu│Dpos2│V 

137 N13│I│N│Dneu│N 

149 Nmet│V│Dpos2│N│Nmet 

156 N10│I│N4│Dneu5│V│N2│V│Dneu5 

158 Nmet│V│I│N3│Dneu 

159 Nmet│V│Dpos│N2│Dpos 

160 V│A│N│Dpos│I2│N10│Dpos 

162 Nmet│V│N2│Dneu│N 
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164 N7│I│N4│I│N4│I│N2│V│Dpos2│Dneu6│N│J  

244 I│N45│Dpos│N│I│N2│Dpos│N3 

250 N29│V│Dneu│N│Dneu│N│Dneu2│N│I│Dneu│N│Dpos3│V│A│Dpos2 

250a N3│Dpos│N2│Dpos2 

251 N13│Dneu2│N│Dpos│N 

255 N2│A│Dpos2│V│N│Dpos2│V│Dpos│N2│Dpos│N 

261 N4│I│N12│Dpos│N│Dpos 

262 N│I│N4│Dneu1│V│J  

268a N4│I│N7│I│N│Dneu3│J│N  

270 N12│Dneu│N4│Dpos│N│J│N6 

271 N│I│N5│V│Dpos2│N2│V│Dpos3│Nmet 

272 N17│V│Dpos3 

273 N14│I│N│Dpos3 

348 N│Dneg│Nmet 

363 Nmet│N│Dpos│N 

367 Nmet│Dneg│N│Nmet 

402 N3│I│N│I│N│I│N│V│A│I2│Dneg2│J│Dneg 

402a Nmet│N2│I│N│I│N│I│N2│V│A│I│Dneg2 

404 Nmet│N3│V│A│I│N│I│N│I│Dneg 

458 N2│Dneg│Nmet 

469 N2│I│N4│Dpos│J│Dpos3│N│Dpos│J│Dpos│V│Dpos│J│N  

506 Nmet│I2│N4│Dpos│N5│Dpos│N5│Dpos│N│Nmet 

542 Nmet│Dpos2│Nmet 

558 V│Dpos│N│Dpos│N│Dpos2│Nmet 

617 Nmet│Dpos2│N 
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659 Nmet│Dpos2│Nmet 

660 Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│Nmet 

667 Nmet│Dneu 

674 Nmet│V│Dpos3│Nmet 

685 Nmet│Dpos 

686 Dpos2│N 

701 Nmet│V│C│Dpos2 

702 Nmet│V│A│N2│Dpos2 

724 Nmet│Dneg6 

738 Nmet│V│C│Dpos│V│C2│Dpos│N 

739 V3│N3│J2  

796 Nmet│I│J2│Nmet│N2│Dpos│Nmet│V│Dpos│Nmet  

816 N42│Dneg│N3│Dneg│N 

820 N5│Nmet│I│N8│Dneg│N 

822 Dneg│N 

822a Dneg│N 

823 N3│Dneg│I│N│I│N│V│N2 

834 Nmet│Dneu│N2 

835 N20│Dneg│J│N5  

835a N16│V│Dneu3│J│N5  

889 N4│I│N│Dneg3│J4  

893 N│I│Dneg│J│Dneg│N  

894 I│N2│Dneg2│J2  

897 Dneg│N5│J│V│Dpos│N3  

898 N3│Dneg2│N2 
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899 N4│I│N│V│Dneg│N3│Dneg│N│J2│N  

900 N5│Dneg4│N3│I│N2│Dneg│N 

937 N4│Dneg│N4│V│C│Dpos│N│Dpos│N│Nmet 

937a I│Dneu│N4│V│Dpos│N│Dpos 

947 N│Dpos5│N 

948 V│N│Dpos│J│N│V│Dpos2│J2│Dpos3│V│Dpos│V│Dpos│N│Nmet 

949 V│Dpos│J│Dpos│V│Dpos4  

950 Nmet│N│Nmet│V│Dpos│Nmet│V│Dpos│N3│V│Dpos│J│N3  

951 Nmet│V│Dpos5│N│Nmet│V│Dpos│J│Dpos│Nmet  

952 V│Dpos│J  

953 V│Dpos│J│Dpos3  

954 Dneg4│V│Dpos│J│N  

955 V│Dpos│J│Dpos│N  

997 N│Dneg│N│Nmet 

998 Dneu│N  

1000 N│Dneg│N2 

1001 V│Dneu│N│I│Dneu│N 

1026 Nmet│Dpos2│Nmet│Dpos│N 

1029 Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Nmet│J  

1032 Nmet│Dpos│C│N│Dpos 

1065 V│N│Dneu 

1066 Nmet│V│N│Dneu 

1068 Nmet│Dneg2 

1076 Nmet│V│C│Dpos│N│J│Nmet 

1084 V│Dpos2│N│Dpos│V│C│Dneu2 
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1084a V│Dpos2│V│C│Dneu│N│Dneu 

1085

 N2│Dneu│N│V│Dneu2│N2│V│C│Dneu│V│Dpos2│N2│I│N│Dneu3│V│Dpos│I│N
13│Dpos2│N│Dpos3│N 

1086 N│Nmet│N│Dneu│I│N2 

1087 V│Dpos2│N│V│Dneu2│N2│V│Dneu3│N2 

1088 N│V│Dpos│C│Dpos3 

1089 N6│Dneu2 

1092 N│I│N│V│Dpos│N│V│Dneu│N 

1093 N3│V│Dneu2│N 

1163 Nmet│N3│Dneu2│N│Dneu4 

1164 N2│I│N│Dneu3│N│Dneu2 

1172 Nmet│V│N│Dneu 

1183 Nmet│Dneu4│N2│Dneu3│Nmet 

1201 Nmet│Dneu│N2│V│C│Dpos 

1219 I│V│C│Dpos│Dneu│N4│Dneu│N│Dneu│N5│Dneu│J│I3│N3 

1219a I│V│C│Dpos│Dneu│N│V│N3│Dneu3│N4│Dneu│J│I5│N3 

1219b V│Dpos│N│Dpos│Dneu│N│V│N3│Dneu│N│Dneu│J│I4│N 

1287 N│V│C│Dpos2│V│Dneu│N 

1315 Dneu│N 

1324 Nmet│Dneu│V│Dpos│N2 

1325 Nmet│Dneu│V│Dpos│N 

1338 Dneu2│N 

1358 V│N2│Dneu 

1357 Nmet│N3│I2│N2│V│C│Dpos│N│Dpos│N 
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1359 N2│Dpos 

1360 V│Dpos│N2│Dpos2│N2│V│C│Dpos3│V│Dpos│J│N4│V│Dneu 

1361

 N4│Dpos2│N2│V│Dpos4│V│Dneu3│V│Dpos3│V│Dpos│J│V│Dpos│V│J│Dpos│V

│Dpos│Dneu│J│Dneu  

1362 N4│V2│Dpos│J│V│N2│V│Dneu│J│Dneu3│J2│Dneu│N2│V│Dpos  

1363 V│Dneu│J│N2│Dneu│I 

1364 N2│V│N│Dneu│V│N5 

1365 N3│I│N│I│N5│Dpos│N│Dneu3 

1366 N│I│N7│Dneu3│V2│Dpos│Dneu2│V│Dpos│J│Dpos│V│Dneu│J│N3 

1367 V│C│Dpos5│N│Dpos 

1368 Nmet│V│Dpos│V│Dneu2│J│Dneu│Nmet 

1370 V│Dpos│N│Dpos2│N4│Dneu│N 

1371 Nmet│N│Dpos4│V│Dpos│N│V│N│Dneu│V│J│N  

1372 Nmet│V│Dpos│N│V│C│Dpos2│Nmet 

1378 Nmet│N2│V│N│Dneu│N2 

1379 V│C│Dpos2│J│V│Dneu│V│Dneu│V│Dpos│N│V│Dpos│J  

1382 I│N│V│Dpos│N3│V│Dneu│J│N│V│Dpos│N│V│N│Dpos 

1384 Nmet│N9│V│C│Dpos│V│Dpos│V│Dpos│J│V│N│V│Nneu│V│J│N5 

1519 Nmet│N│Dneu2│Nmet 

1521 Nmet│Dneu│N2 

1524 Nmet│Dneu│N3│Dneu2│N│Dneu2 

1525 Nmet│Dneu 

1526 Nmet│Dneu│N│Dneu│N2│Dneu│N3│Dneu2 

1540 Dneu2│N│Dneu│N│Dneu│N2│Nmet 
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1578 Nmet│V│Dneu4 

1579 V│Dneu2│N 

1597 Nmet│N│Dpos2 

1618 Nmet│Dpos│N│V│C│Dpos│N 

1631 Nmet│N3│V│I│N│I│Dneg│Nmet 

1636 N2│V│I│V│I│N3│Dneg 

1637 V│A4│N│I│Dneg2 

1638 N2V│A3│I│Dneg│N 

1639 N2│V│A3│I│N2│V│Dneg│N2 

1640 V│A4│I│N│Dneg│N 

1642 Nmet│V│A4│I│N│I│N│Dneg 

1646 Nmet│N│V│A2│I│Dneg│N 

1649 Nmet│N2│V│A4│Dneg│N2│I│V│Dneg 

1674 V│A│Dneu│J│V│Dneu│N3│V│Dneu2 

1676 V│N│Dneu│J│N│J  

1676a V│N│Dneu│J│N│J  

1676b V│N│Dneu│J│N│J  

1702 N│V│Dpos│J│N│V│Dpos3  

1709 Nmet│V│Dpos 

1712

 Nmet│N4│Nmet│Dpos│J│Nmet│J│Nmet│Dneu│J│Nmet│V│Dpos│J│Dpos│N3│Nm

et 

1728 Nmet│V│Dneu│Nmet 

1737 V│Dneu│N│V│Dneu6│V│Dneu2 

1812 Nmet│Dneu│N5 
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1855 Nmet│N2│Dpos│J│Dpos│N3│Nmet  

1856 N9│I│V│Dpos│N2│I│V│Dpos2│N10 

1857 I│N9│Dpos2│I│N5│Dpos│N2│Dpos│N│V│Dpos│N15 

1869 Nmet│V│N4│Dneu│J│N5│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│N3│Dpos│N2│V│Dneu│N 

1891 Nmet│N│Dneu│Nmet 

2061a Dneu2│J  

2101 Nmet│Dneu│J│Nmet  

1 Nmet│V│Dpos│N│J│Dpos│Nmet 

341 Nmet│V│Dneg│A3│Dneg 

546 V│C│Dpos│J│N  

578 Dneg3│J  

579 Nmet│Dneg│Nmet│Dneg│J│Nmet  

697 N5│V│Dpos│J│N│Dneg│J2│N  

826 N10│V│Dpos│J│Dpos  

24 Nmet│Dpos│J3│N2│Nmet  

347 Nmet│V│Dpos2│Nmet 

736 Nmet│V│C│Dpos│J│N 

1022 Nmet│V│Dpos│V│N│Nmet 

1023 Nmet│V│C│Dpos2│J2│N 

1331 Nmet│Dneu2│N│Nmet 

1332 Nmet│Dneu│Nmet 

1333 Nmet│V│Dpos2│N│Dpos│N│Nmet 

1334 Nmet│V│C│Dpos│N│J 

1352 N7│I│N5│V│N5│Dneu│N│Dneu│N 

1573 Nmet│Dneu 
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1908 Nmet│N2│V│Dneu│N│Nmet 

2038 Nmet│N4│Dpos2│N 

2075 Nmet│V│Dpos2│N│Nmet│N│Nmet 

2084 Nmet│V│Dpos2│N│Nmet 

1194 Nmet│Dneu2│N│Dneu│N3│V│C│Dpos3 

23 Nmet│Dneu│Nmet 

39 Nmet│Dpos│C│Dpos│N│Nmet 

122 Nmet│Dneu│N2│Nmet 

225 Nmet│Dneu│N│Nmet 

335 N│V│Dpos6│N2 

345 Nmet│N4│Dneg│Nmet 

666 Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│N│Nmet 

879 Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Nmet 

882 N47│V│Dpos2│N 

1018 Nmet│V│I│Dneu│Nmet│N│Nmet 

1060 Nmet│Dneu│Nmet│N│Nmet│N2│Nmet│V│N│Nmet│Dpos2│N│Nmet 

1138 Nmet│Dpos│N2│J│Nmet 

1498 Nmet│Dpos│N2│Nmet 

1499 Nmet│Dpos│N2│Nmet│N 

1538 Nmet│Dneu2│Nmet 

1557 Nmet│V│C│N│Dpos│Nmet 

1870 N│V│C│Dpos│N3 

2027 Nmet│Dpos│N│Dpos│N2│Dpos│N│Nmet 

2115 Nmet│Dpos│N│Nmet│V│N2│Dpos│Nmet 

2120 Nmet│Dneu3│Nmet│Dneu2│Nmet 
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2126 Dpos2│N 

13 V│C│Dpos│N2 

14 Dpos│N5│V│Dpos│N3 

15 Nmet│Dpos2│N2│Nmet 

16 Nmet│Dpos│Nmet 

36 Nmet│V│Dpos│Nmet 

83 V│I│N│V│N2│V│Dneu3│V│Dneu│N4 

107 N2│Dneu│V│Dpos│J│Dpos2  

111 V│Dneg 

113 N5│Dneu│J 

114 N4│Dneu 

371 V│A│Dneg2│N 

204 N9│V│Dpos│J│Dpos  

208 N2│Dpos│V│N2 

209 V│C│Dpos2│J 

211 N14│I│N4│Dpos│N2│Dpos│N3 

212 N3│Dpos│N 

449 V│A│N│Dneg│N│Dneg│N│Dneg│N│V│N2│V│Dpos2│N 

451 Nmet│N│Dneg2│N 

528 V│Dpos│C│Dpos│N 

529 I│N│I2│N2│I│N2│Dpos│N3│Dneg 

530 N│Dneg 

533 Dneg│N│Dneg2│Dpos│N2 

534 I3│Dneg│N│Dneg│N│Dneg│N 

588 V│Dneg│N 
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311 Dpos│J│I│N2│Dpos2│J│N3  

314 V│A│Dneu│N 

315 Dpos│A│Dpos│N│Dneg│V│Dpos2 

316 I│N4│Dpos│N2│V│Dneu2│N2 

317 N2│I│V│Dpos3 

321 V│Dneu2 

324 N2│V│I│N5│Dneu2│N│Dpos│N8 

325 I│N5│V│Dpos│J│Dpos│N2│J│Dpos│N2│Dpos│J│Dneu2  

643 Nmet│Dneu│Nmet 

663 Nmet│Dneg│N2│Nmet│I│Nmet│N│Nmet│N│Nmet 

668 Dpos│N│Dpos 

359 V│N5│N│Dpos│J│N  

360 V│I│N9│Dpos 

729 V│Dneu│N│Dneu2 

793 Nmet│N│Dneu│N│Nmet 

431 N3│I│N│I│N│I│N│V│A│I│Dneg│A│Dneg│N2 

432 I│N3│I│N│V│Dneg│N2│Dneg 

435 N│V│Dpos2│N 

436 N3│Dneg 

438 Dneg2 

439 I│N7│V│I│N│V│Dneg2│N2│V│Dneg│N 

442 N7│I│N│I│N│I2│N│V│Dneg│J│Dneg  

490 V│Dpos3│N2│V│Dpos│N3│V│Dpos│N2 

994 Nmet│V│C│Dpos2│N│Nmet 

535 N2│I│Dneg│N2│Dneg 
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536 N│Dneg2│J│N│Dneg│N│Dneg 

1074 N2│V│Dpos│N2 

1166 Nmet│V│Dneu│N│Dneu│N│Dneu 

1175 I│Dneu│N 

1255 N│Dpos│N 

1293 Nmet│V│C│Dneu│N2│Nmet 

1295 V│Dpos│N5 

1310 Nmet│N│Dneu 

1322 Dneu│J2 

1335 Nmet│Dneu2│Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Nmet 

717 V│A│N│Dneu│N2 

718 Dneu│N3 

719 N3│V│N3│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│N 

1444 Nmet│V│C│Dpos│J│Dpos│J│Nmet  

1478 N│Dneu2│N3│Dneu 

1501 Nmet│Dneu│N3│Nmet 

1534 V│C│Dpos2│N│Dneu│V│Dpos2│V│Dpos2│V│Dpos│J│Nmet  

772 Nmet│V│Dpos│N3│Nmet 

773 Nmet│V│Dpos│N2│Dpos4│J 

1591 Nmet│V2│Dneu2│N│Nmet│Dneu│Nmet 

1625 Dneg│J│Dneu│N  

1665 Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Dpos2│N│Nmet 

1698 V│Dpos│J│Dpos4│Nmet  

861 N25│Dneg│N3│V│Dpos│N2│Dpos3 

862 N14│Dneg│N│Dneg2│N5│Dneg│N 
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866 N4│Dneg│N 

869 Dpos│N3│Dpos2│N│Dpos│N│Dpos│N 

871 N8│I2│V│Dpos│Dneg3│J2│V│Dneu2│V│Dpos│J│Dpos2│N4  

872 Dneg│N3 

1752 Nmet│V│Dpos 

1753 V│Dpos3│N2 

1754 V│N5│Dneu│N2│Dneu3│N│V│Dpos 

1801 Nmet│Dpos│N│Dpos│N 

911 N4│I│N2│Dneg2│J│N3│J│N2│J│N5  

912 V│N3│Dneg│N│Dneg│N2 

913 N5│Dneg│N│Dneg│N 

975 Nmet│N│Dneu2│N2│Nmet 

984 Nmet│Dpos│N 

985 Dneu2│Dneg│J  

1976 Nmet│N│Dpos│N│Nmet 

1050 Nmet│V│Dpos2│Nmet 

2102 Nmet│Dneu│Nmet 

2151 N4│V│Dneg2 

2222 Dpos2│I│Nmet 

1126 N4│V│Dpos3│N│V│Dneu│V│Dpos 

1127 N4│V│Dpos│V│N2│Dneu│N 

1128

 N3│V│N│J│V│Dneu│N2│V│Dpos│J│V│Dpos│N│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│I│V│Dneu

│I│N3│I│N 

1129 N4│Dneu2│J│Dneu2│N4│Dneu│N2│Dneu│N2│I│N2│Dneu 
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1130

 N2│I│N12│Dpos│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│V│N3│V│Dpos│N│V│Dneu│N│V│Dpos3│N

│V│Dpos│N│V2│Dpos│N2 

1132 V│Dneu2 

1133 V│N│V│Dneu│N│V│Dneu│I│Dneu│N│V2│Dneu│N│I│V│I│N2 

1134 I│N│V│Dneu│J│N3  

1155 N7│Dneg│N2 

1185 N4│V│Dpos2 

1186 N│Dneu│N2│Dneu2│N 

2382 N3│Dneu│J│Dpos  

2417 V│Dpos│J  

2429 Nmet│V│Dneu2│N│Nmet│Dpos│N│Dpos│Nmet 

2432 N3│Nmet│V│N│Dpos│N│Nmet 

2442 N2│Dneg│N│V│Dpos│N│Dpos│N2│Nmet 

2445 N2│Dneg│Dneu│Dneg 

2461 V│C│Dpos3│N│Dpos│N│Dpos│N 

2470 Nmet│V│Dneu│N4│Nmet│N│Nmet 

2478 Nmet│I│N4│V│Dpos│N│V2│N│Dneu│N7│Dpos 

2479 V│Dpos2│Nmet 

1256 N2│V│Dneu2│N2│V│Dpos│N5│Dneu2│N3 

1261 Nmet│Dneu│Nmet│Dneu│N2│V│N2│Dneu│N│I3│N2 

2525 Dpos│N 

1271 Dneu2│N3 

1272 Nmet│Dneu│Nmet│N2│Nmet│V│Dpos│N3│Nmet 

1289 V│C│Dneu│I│N│V│Dpos2 
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1290 V│C│Dneu│N 

1291 V│C│Dneu│N 

1301 V│Dpos│N│Dpos4│N 

1420 V│N│Dpos│V│N3│Dneu3│N2│Dpos2 

1420a V│Dpos│V│N2│Dneu3│N│J│Dpos2  

1421 I│N│I│V│N2│Dpos│V│N│Dpos│V│Dpos│N2│V│N│Dpos│N8│V│Dpos 

1423 N3│I2│Dpos2│I2│N│Dneu│N2│J│Dneu│N│Dneu│N│Dneu│J  

1426 Dneu│V│Dpos│N2│J│Dpos│V│Dneu2│  

1429 N│I│N│Dneu│J│C│N2│V│Dpos│J│Dneu2│J2│N│I│N2  

1430 N4│V│Dpos│N3│V│Dpos│J2│Dpos2│N2│Dneu3│I│N4│Dneu2│N  

1431 Nmet│V│C│N5│Dpos2│J 

1432 N│Dneu2│N│Dneu│N4 

1433 N4│V│Dpos2│N 

1612 V│Dpos│N│Dpos│N2│Dpos│N 

1613 Nmet│V│Dpos│Nmet 

1660 N2│A4│Dneg│N2│I│N│V│Dneg│N2│Nmet 

1661 V│N3│I│N│Dneg│N│Dneg 

1662 N4│Dneg2│Nmet 

1690 Nmet│N│Nmet│V│Dpos│N│Nmet 

1884 Dpos│N8 

1885 N2│V│Dpos4│N 

1886 V│Dpos│J│N3  

1961 Nmet│Dneg│Nmet 

1968 Nmet│I│Dneg│N│Nmet 

2087 Nmet│N│Nmet│Dpos│N4│Nmet 
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2096 V│Dneu│N4│V│Dneu 

2384 V│Dneu2│N 

2384a Nmet│V│Dneu2│N│Nmet 

2395 Dneu│N8│V│Dpos2│N2│V│N│Dneu│N5│Dpos2│N 

2395a Dneu│N2│I│N2│Dpos2│N2 

2402 V│A│N2│Dneg3│N 

2402a V│A│N3│Dneg│Nmet 

2415 V│Dpos│J│Dpos2│N  

2416 Nmet│V│N│Dneu│N4│Dneu│V│Dpos│N2│Nmet 

2483 Nmet│V│Dneu2│N│Dneu│N│Nmet│N2│Nmet 

2484 Nmet│V│Dneu3│N│Nmet 

2503 V│Dpos│J│Dpos2  

2504 Dneu│N4 

2504a N2│Dneu│N│Dneg3│J2│N2│Nmet  

2506 Dneu2 

2507 Dneu│N│Dneu│N4 

2523 Dpos2 
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